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PERSONAL CONSU4PTON, PROPERlY INCOME, AND CORPOPATE SAVING

by
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for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

ABSTRACT

This thesis is an epirical investigation of the relationship
between U.S. personal consumption, property income (including corporate
saving), and wealth.

The second chapter critiques previous work exploring the relation-
ships between personal saving, corporate saving and governent
expenditures. The first section shows that the proposition that taxes
are regarded by U.S. consumers as equivalent to consupticn cannot be
accepted. The second section finds no evidence that U.S. consumers
regard corporate and personal saving as substitutes in the short run.

The third chapter develops a specification of the consumption
function using labor inccme, property income, and wealth. It is found
that there is little evidence that consumers respond to property incon'e
changes as to labor income changes or that corporate savings is treated
the same as other forms of property income by consumers.

The fourth chapter develops an estimate of permanent property
income based upon the hypothesis that wealth is capitalized permanent
property income. It is shown that this produces propensities to
consume out of various conponents of income in line with the
generalized version of the life cycle hypothesis of saving.

Wane and Title of Thesis Supervisor: Franco Modigliani,
Institute Professor
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This thesis is an enpirical investigation, based upon aggregate

United States tirre series data, of certain questions concerning the

determination of aggregate consumer spending.

We begin with the traditional citation from The General Theory

(27, p. 96) "if Cw is the amount of consunption and Y is income...

dC,/dYw is positive and less than unity." The major issues to be

discussed in this thesis is how dC/dYw, the aggregate marginal.

propensity to consume with respect to national income, varies with the

coposition of income. This is a question of enormous policy

sigificance. Government tax policies (and for that matter, monetary

policies) alter the composition of income, both between the private and

public sectors as determined by aggregate tax collections, and within

the private sector by differential taxation of different sources of

income (monetary policy alters the timing and financing of capital

investments and so helps determine which groups have claims to

expansions in output).

This issue has hardly been ignored in the massive ilterature on the

consumption function, but as I will attempt to show, previous empirical

work has been marred by a number of errors:

1. Equations have been estimated regressing consumption on labor

and property income, and the resulting coefficients have been

labelled propensities to consume of "workers" and

"capitalists". This approach has serious flaws. In order to
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identify the estimated coefficients of the payments to factors

as class propensities to consume we must assume that no

laborers are capitalists, which seems absurd in advanced

Western industrial societies. Also, no rationale is advanced

for the differing coefficients other than some iplicit

observation that the "rich" save more and are "capitalists."

This theory is hard put to explain a surgeon's having a higher

average propensity to save than a widow living on savings.

2. An approach popular among students of U.S. consumption (Arena

(4), Bhatia (5), Feldstein (17 ,18)) in analyzing the effect of a

non-disposable personal income component of national income on

consumption is to add the new variable (usually capital gains,

which is not a coponent of national income as usually measured)

to an epirical consumption function and compare its

coefficient to that of disposable personal income. The problem

with this method is that no justification is usually given for

the use of disposable personal income as the standard of

caparison. There is no reason given why the propensities to

consume out of the various pretax income and tax series that

make up disposable income should be equal.

3. Some investigators, particularly Thomas Juster and Lester

Taylor (see (24) and (48) and references there cited), who work

in the context of the Houthakker-Taylor model of savings, have

attenpted to directly measure the propensities to consume out

of the different conponents of disposable personal income. This

approach has considerable merits copared to the first two in

LIE-

A-

l,
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that it is based on accepted theory and avoids the pitfall of

using disposable personal income as the standard of comparison.

But, as I have helped to argue elsewhere (Modigliani-Steindel,

(38)) this approach has been flawed in practice by the

identification of changes in components of income as permanent

changes in these components.

The thesis is divided into three parts. A theme running through all

three is the measurement of the iportance for personal saving and

consuption of the division of corporate profits into dividends (which

are part of disposable personal income) and corporate saving (which is

not). Corporate savings is the largest conponent (other than taxes and

transfers) separating national and disposable personal income. In

recent years it has fluctuated greatly, with a recent low of 1.7

billion dollars in 1974 and a recent high of 25.9 billion in 1972.

While corporate saving is small relative to GNP, it provides a large

fraction of the financing for net capital formation and the budget

deficit in the U.S. (almost 50% in the mid 60's, but considerably less

in recent years). The relevant question is how this component of

national income affects the total amount of resources freed for capital

formation, which is equivalent to asking about the effect of corporate

savings on consunption. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 discuss increasingly more

coirplex models of consunption and the role of property income (and

corporate saving) in them.

* This concept of corporate saving excludes profits due to accounting
conventions with regard to inventories and capital depreciation.
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Chapter 2, after discussing and rejecting a conjecture advanced by

David and Scadding that dC/dYw is totally independent of the

coposition of GNP (which was made to ewxlain the rough constancy of

the private saving -GNP ratio in the U.S.) dis cusses previous attempts,

along the lines of method 2, to add corporate saving as a variable in

the consumption function. It is found that the earlier work is

deficient on both theoretical and enpirical grounds.

Chapter 3 discusses the implications of the division of income into

the product of human and non-human capital in the life-cycle theory of

consuption. Siple tests are made of the epirical relevance of this

distinction, both with and without the presence of wealth in the

consuption function, by dividing disposable income into property and

non-property shares and adding corporate saving to property income. It

is found that little can be shown by these tests - the data is such as

to support almost any hypothesis about the roles of property income and

corporate saving in the consumption function.

Chapter 4 derives an alternative estimator of permanent property

income from existing wealth, incaie and interest rate data. An

alternate specification of the consumption function is used which

recognizes the inportance of dealing carefully with the effects of

government tax and transfer operations on consumer behavior. The effects

of pernanent income from stock market and non-stock market wealth on

consunpticn are estimated and are shown to be broadly similar to that

proposed by the life cycle model. The effect of changes in the corporate

saving ratio is then discussed.
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It is the contention of this thesis that the estimation of

consunption is not a dead issue. Aside from the obvious practical

irportance of estimating consurrption accurately even when no policy

changes are intended, there is the issue of taking seriously the

inplications of the penranent income and life cycle theories as to the

effect of changes in the corposition of income on consuption. As Lucas

noted a few years ago (28), it is easy to be led down the garden path

in making policy recornrendations by merely admiring the excellent fits

of standard consuption functions. A small error in forecasting the

effect of policy on consunption can lead to rather large errors in other

policies. At least in the folklore of economists a most notorious

exanple of this is the Federal Reserve's acceleration of monetary growth

as a conseqience of overestimating the effect of the 1968 surcharge in

restraining consunption. A great deal of work in macroeconomics, mostly

theoretical but some enpirical, uses the independence of aggregate demand

to the conposition of national income after taxes as an iplicit* or

explicit assunption. It is hcped that this thesis can help spur some

rethinking of this assumption.

See any typical statement of macro theory, such as Blinder-Solow (7).

Foley-Sidrauski (22), Darby (11, 12, 13).
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CHAP'ER 2

PERSONAL AND CORPORATE SAVING

With relatively few exceptions the epirical work on the

consurption function explains consumption by disposable personal income -

which is only a fraction, albeit a very sizable one, of income accruing

to the private sector - and other, non-income variables such as wealth.

Such equations inply that changes in the composition of private sector

property income will shift the short-run consunption function, since a

good deal of property income-namely capital gains and/or corporate

saving-is omitted fran disposable income . Then changes in the

coposition of property income can increase the fraction of private

income saved and more resources will be available for capital formation

and the financing of government deficits. If differential taxation of

different sources of property income can alter the coposition of

property income then it can increase the fraction of income saved. It

is then of obvious interest from a policy point of view - for exanple,

if one is concerned with possible "capital shortages" - to see if

aggregate saving or consumption responds to the coposition of property

incame.

There have been few studies of the private saving-income

relationship in the U.S. (Private saving is the sum of personal and

corporate saving. Personal saving by the National Income Accounts

definition is Disposable Personal Income less Personal Consumption

Expenditures. Gross corporate saving is corporate cash flow plus

inventory valuation adjustments less dividends. Gross Private Saving,
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by the IA definition, is the sum of personal saving, gross corporate

saving, and non--corporate capital consuirption allcwances) The most

provocative studies are those of Denison (15) and David and Scadding (14).

Denison showed that Gross Private Saving for high income years from 1929

to 1956 could be explained very well by the equation S = aY+ bAY, where

S = gross private saving, Y= peak GNP, and AY= the difference between

current and peak GP. Since the corrposition of GNP changed greatly

during this period this result suggests that private saving is not only

independent of the coposition of private incone but also of the transfer

of incone frnm private to public hands.

David and Scadding attempted to explain the Denison result, which

has been dubbed "Denison's Law," by hypothesizing:

(A) Personal and corporate saving are perfect substitutes -

meaning that all corporate cash flow is regarded as income

by consumers.

(B) Taxes are regarded as substitutes for consumption by

consumers.

The result of these hypotheses is that GNP is the appropriate

income variable in the consumption function and that the coefficient of

taxes in the function should be -1. Assuming the equivalence of long

run MPC and APC, we have Denison's Law. Table 2-1 gives the results of

imposing these conditions, using the relative income specification

favored by Denison and David and Scadding. Postwar annual U.S. data

(1948-1974) was used. The incume variables are peak GNP or Disposable

Persanal Income (DPI) and the change in income term is the difference
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between current and peak income - so it was usually zern due to the

generally upward trend of income in the U.S. since the Second World War.

Personal consuption expenditures was the consuption variable used.

The sum of government expenditures on final goods and services plus the

(algebraic) surplus is used as the tax variable. All variables are

converted to 1958 dollars by the personal consumption expenditures

deflator.

We can now see how well the two new prcpositions derived from the

David and Scadding claims hold up.

In equation 4 we see that the coefficient of government revenues

in the consurption function is somewhat greater than -1 when GNP is the

income term. Equation 5 can be viewed as a re-estimation of equation 4

with the constraint that the coefficient on taxes is -. An F-test

conparing the two equations shows us that this constraint should be

rejected at any reasonable significance level:

F = (666.7 - 340.5) = 22.98 Fj(1,25) = 7.77.
340.5/24 .01

Caparisons of equations 1 with 3 and 2 with 4 show some weaknesses

in the proposition that GNP is the proper income variable in the

consuption function. Equaticn 4 (with GNP and taxes) has a lower

standard error than equation 2 (DPI and taxes) but also has a lower

Durbin Watson statistic than 2. Equation 3 (GNP alone) has a larger

standard error and lower Durbin-Watson statistic than equation 1

(DPI alone).

The equations of Table 2-I have obvious flaws in testing the

propositions derived from the David-Scadding clairs. The IHS variable
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in the estimated consuption functions is consumption expenditures , not

use consumption (i.e ., consuner expenditures on non-durables and

services plus the iplicit rental income and depreciation on durable

good holdings). The specification consuption function may be disputed.

Nevertheless, I feel that ny results do show that it is unreasonable to

believe that the coefficient on taxes in the aggregate consumption

fUnction is -l when GNP is the income variable. Hence the David-Scadding

hypothesis B (that personal consunption expenditures and taxes are

perfect substitutes) is untenable. This is not to say that the Dr cson

relationship does not exist or that there might not be some non-

coincidental reason for it, but rather just says that the David and

Scadding explanation for the relationship is not acceptable.

We see that it is not reasonable to regard consuption and taxes as

substitutes. However, nothing has been demonstrated about hypothesis A-

that personal and corporate savings are substitutes. There is no

evidence in Table 2-I showing that GNP less taxes is an inferior variable

to DPI as the inccme variable in the consunption function, as shown by a

coparison of equation 4 (GNP and taxes) and 1 (DPI alone). Since

equation 4 has a slightly better fit than 1 and the coefficient on taxes

is roughly equal and opposite to that in GNP, there is sore evidence

The tax variable is also open to dispute. At one point David and
Scadding claim that tax financed government expenditures are perfect
substitutes for personal ccnsunption (14; p. 241), but unless a surplus
is regarded as an "expenditure" on debt retirement this claim does not
appear to lead to Denison's law (in a footnote on the same page the
authors do claim that taxes and consumption are the substitutes).
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that corporate saving policy does not affect consumption. We can

express this as Hypothesis A', which is equivalent to Hypothesis A:

A': The effect of corporate profits (alternatively-corporate cash

flows) on consuption is independent of their corposition. A follows

directly frtm A' when we consider that an increase in the corporate

saving ratio inplies an equal decrease in dividends, thus an equal fall

in disposable personal income (the role of taxes will be considered

later). Personal saving, as mentioned above, is the difference between

disposable personal income and personal consunption expenditures (the

difference between personal consumption expenditures and consumption

will also be considered below). By A' consumption is unchanged, so a

dollar increase in corporate saving implies a dollar fall in personal

saving. So A' implies A. Similarly, A inplies A' (a dollar increase

in corporate saving causes a dollar fall in personal saving and a dollar

fall in DPI due to the fall in dividends, so consumption must be

unchanged).

There are a number of works in the literature which inpose A or A'.

An early work was Modigliani's 1949 ( 33) study for the National Bureau.

He estimated equations using net private saving (the sum of personal

saving and undistributed corporate profits - equivalently, gross

private saving less capital consunption allowances and inventory

valuation adjustnents) as the dependent variable and the sum of

disposable personal income and undistributed profits as an independent

variable. This amounts to imposing condition A'. The paper was devoted

primarily to forecasting and no tests were made of A' versus any
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alternate hypothesis. Spiro (44) used disposable personal income plus

retained earning as an income variable in a permanent income consump-

tion function for the U.S. but some years later Arak and Spiro (3)

reported that disposable personal income alone gpve superior results,

which weakens A'. Darby (11, 12, 13) has used private disposable income

adjusted for depreciation as the income variable in his work on the

permanent income hypothesis and the determination of consumer

expenditures.

In 1971 Modigliani (34 ) attempted to measure the effect of

corporate savir upon private saving, In a sample of 14 developed

countries he found that the coefficient of the ratio of corporate

saving to national incam in equations explaining the fraction of

national income saved was on the order of .25 and tended to be smaller

than its standard error, which supports hypothesis A.

In a series of papers using annual data from Britain and the U.S.

respectively, Feldstein and Fane (18) and Peldstein (17) added corporate

saving as a separate variable to the consumption function. Feldstein

found that in the U.S. the coefficient on corporate saving was

significantly greater than zero and about 2/3 the sum of the

coefficients of current and lagged disposable personal income for the

period 1929 through 1966. Since dividends are a part of disposable

personal incoue this evidence seems to support hypothesis A'.

It is worthwhile to follow Feldstein and re-examine the reasoning

which leads to inserting corporate saving in the consumption function.

The life cycle hypothesis of saving, as presented by Ando and
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Modigliani (2), asserts that aggregate consumption is proportional to

wealth plus the capitalized value of non-property income. If it is

assumed that the capitalized value of non-property income is

proportional to the current value we can then construct an aggregate

consumption function of the form

(2-1) C = aYLt +bwt
t C.Yt +bWt-1

where Ct = aggregate consunption in period t,

YLt = disposable labor or non-property income in period t,

4t- = net worth at the start of period t.

The concept of consumption here is the "use" one which included

expenditures on non-durable goods and services and the depreciation and

inplicit rental income on the current stock of durable goods.

The paramxeters a and b in (2-1) are in principle affected by such

thingp as the age distribution of the population, consumer's

preferences, the formation of expectations and the interest rate.

Modigliani and Tarantelli (39 ) have argued that changes in the interest

rate have a greater effect on the marginal propensity to consume out of

wealth than out of labor incoe, and can be modelled as b = b +b rt

where b1 reflects the relative strength of income and substitution

effects of changes in the rate of return on the marginal propensity to

casume out of wealth. For enpirical purposes Modigliani has assumed

that b can be considered near a, although in principle b can be

negative if substitution effects outweigh income effects (Modigliani,

(35). Then if b1 - a, (2-1) can be modified to give

' Tis will be discwsed in greater detail in Chpter 2 below.
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C = aYL + (b +b r )W
t t 0 i t t-l

= aYL + artW + b0W
t t t-l Ot-l

(2-2) = a(YL + rW 1 ) + b0W .

r is the interest rate, so rtW 1 is property income. Disposable

personal income is usually taken as a proxy for YL + r W
t t t-1

(Modigliani, ( 35 )). Disposable personal income differs from the sum

of disposable labor and property incare by capital gains, not corporate

saving, Also, the property inccne term should be an expected property

income term, and same account might be taken of the formation of these

expectations. Suppose

rtW = D +G
tt-1 t t

P
where D = after tax dividends and G = permanent after tax capital

t t

gains. Then (2,2) can be transforred to

(2-3) C = a(YL +D ) + a G + b'W.
t t t t t-1

YL + D is disposable personal income, if we assume tnat the effective
t t0

tax rate an capital gains is zero.

In a world of perfect certainty and no differential taxation of

different sources of income, corporate saving policy should have no

effect upon consuption. Corporate saving should not affect labor

iicae, and by the Modigliani-Miller theorem ( 31) it will not affect

the market value of corporations and so not affect net worth. Hence we

have hypothesis A.

There is scue recent evidence supporting (2-3) from cross sectional
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data (Friend and Lieberan, (21)), but attenpts to construct aggregate

consumption functions of this type have not been very successful

(Arena, (4); hatia, (6)). One reason may be the difficulty of measur-

ing the "permanent" coponent of capital gains. Feldstein has suggested

that the permanent conponent of capital gains comes from retained

earnings or corporate savings, or

Gt t + Xt'

where FN is some measure of corporate saving, ARNt(=Gt) is then thet t t
"permanent" component of capital gains, and Xt is capital gains due to

revaluations - changes in the rate of return. Hence, Feldstein inserts

corporate saving and capital gains into the consunption function. He

has estimated equations with both RN and G. The coefficient on G will

then be the revaluation effect, and the effect of permenent gains will

be a function of the coefficients on both G and RN. His equations are

of the form

(2-4) Ct = a(YL + D ) + a'RN + a"G + b' W
tt t t t t-l

We have to be careful in interpreting the coefficients of (2-4).

The coefficients n the prcperty income terms should be interpreted as

differential effects above the effects of expected prcperty income on

wealth. In an estimated function of type (2-4) we would expect the

coefficient a' to be less than a. a' also does not represent the shoft

run marginal propensity to consume out of corporate saving, which will be

a'+a"A . It is extremely difficult to estimate A, which is the increase

in aggregate capital gains fram a dollar increase in aggregate corporate
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saving. In the certainty no-tax world A should equal one. In a

certainty world with different tax rates on dividends and capital gains

income A will be somewhat less than one. (See appendix 2). But in the

uncertain world there is little if any evidence that an increase in the

aggregate corporate saving ratio will increase current capital gains.

In the vintage 1971 (M.I.T.-Penn-SSRC) MPS model an increase in the

corporate saving ratio lowered stock prices (Modigliani, (36 ). (But

not in the 1975 version, (30)). A may also shift over tine which may

affect the stability of the coefficients of (2-4) (may; because the

same factors which change A, like the interest rate, can change the

coefficients of the consunption function).

There are a number of problems in estimating (2-4):

(1) The corporate saving term should be after tax. This should

not be a serious problem as estimates of the effective tax

rate on capital gains are near zero (Bailey, (5)).

(2) Corporate saving (hcxever measured) is a higtly volatile

series and there ray be a large transient element in the

measure chosen which will tend to bias downward the estimate

of a' (the same argument applies to the capital gains term).

(3) There are the usual simultaneity problems of corsuirption

functions-coefficients of income terms in consumption

functions estimated by ordinary least squares may be biased

upwards since increases in consunption may be expected to

increase incare.

(4) I have been using the tents "retained earnings" and corporate
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saving loosely and interchangeably. It is time to define

the term more clearly. The value of corporate saving

which should affect personal consunption decisions is that

fraction of gross corporate saving which is capitalized by

equity markets. Due to the discrepancies between accounting

and true econontic depreciation we might expect the true

figure to lie somewhere between undistributed profits

( = retained earnings) and gross corporate saving (but see

Chapter 3, below).

(5) We come again to the distinction between personal consuxrption

and personal consunption expenditures. From one point of view

it ndght be preferable to look at the effect of corporate

saving upon personal consunption expenditures, if we are

interested in finding how much cash will be available for

financing business investments and the deficit . But from

another point of view this may not be so reasonable. If the

finds available for businesses and the government cone from

reduced consumer durables purchases then we cannot measure

the full increase in capital formation from an increase in

private saving. Another - difficulty in estimating consunption

expenditure equations is that we do not have an accepted

theory of consumer durable expenditures.

In his article an the U.S. Feldstein estimated consunption

expenditure equations by ordinary least squares. He did not consider

the distinction between consuption and ccnsurption expenditures and
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any simultaneity problens. He used both the undistributed profits and

gross corporate saving definitions of corporate saving - there were

no irportant differences in the results of equations using either

definition. Capital gains were measured as the change in wealth less

personal saving. Net worth was given by the Ando-Brown (1) series as

updated by Branson and Klevorick (8). The best results were obtained

when the coefficient of current capital gains was constrained to be

equal to that of net worth, which indicates that capital gains not due

to corporate saving are treated as windfall increnents to wealth. This

procedure is not strictly correct unless it is assumed that gains

accrue to wealth holders at the start of the period. If gains accrue

throughout the period then the consumer will probably not be able to

make as conplete an adjustent of his behavior as to a start of period

gain. 'Ihe unemploynent rate was added as a variable in order to pick

tp any cyclical bias. The usual justification for this or similar

procedures is that a fall in erployment will lead to a fall in labor

inccue but labor income expectations may be unaltered. The sane

argument may apply to corporate saving; it may fall with employment

but long run expec ;aticns may be unaltered. Hence the sig on the un-

enployment rate term is expected to be positive. Annual real (in 1958

dollars) per capita U.S. data for 1929 to 1941 and 1948 to 1966 was

used by Feldstein. A typical result of his was (standard errors in

parentheses):

I cue this point to Frederic Mishkin.
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(2-5)
C = 0.5TLD + 0.19YD + 0.024(G +W ) + 0.49 RN + 3.OORU + 41,

t 0.06)t (0.-03) t-l (0 .008) t t-l (0 .09) t (0.86) t

where Ct = personal consunption expenditures in year t,

W = net worth of households at the start of year t,
t-I

YDt disposable personal income in year t,

RNt = undistributed corporate profits in year t,

Gt =capital gains in year t,

RUt = ueneployment rate in year t.

The coefficient on each tenn is significantly different frmn zero by the

usual standards, has the preconceived sign and appears to be of the

rig4t magnitude.

If we suppose that A = 1 and themarginal tax rate on dividends to

be 50% then (2-5) suggests that a billion dollar cut in dividends which

is assuned to be permanent will, in the year it takes place (assuming

that the change in dividend policy does not change the market value of

corporations), lead to

(1) A 500 million dollar fall in disposab'e personal income and a

billion dollar rise in undistributed profits.

(2) A 380 dllion dollar fall in consurrption fram the pernnent

fall in IEI.

(3) A 490 million dollar rise in consuiption from the increase in

corporate saving.
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(4) A 24 million dollar increase in consuiption from the

increase in capital gains.

All in all, consurptlon will increase by 134 million dollars in the

first year. Disposable incore has fallen by 500 million dollars, so

personal saving falls by 634 million dollars in the first year.

Private saving then increases by 366 million dollars from the billion

dollar increase in corporate saving. This result is not out of line with

Modigliani's cross sectional estimate. The increase might seem

substantial, but it is less than the fall in tax revenue. Only if the

marginal tax rate an dividends is less than 30% will tie increase in

private saving be greater than the fall in tax revenue at the given

level of national incae and resources freed for private capital

formation.

Feldstein's results are attractive. It seems of obvious interest

to attenpt to extend them to the "use" definition of consumption and to

quarterly data. Table 2-11 presents the results of annual and quarterly

ccnsunption expenditure equations for 1952-72. All quarterly data is

seasonally adjusted per capita data deflated by the PCE deflator. The

equations were estimated by ordinary least squares. The "A" equations

are annual and the "Q" equations are quarterly. The net worth data for

the quarterly equations was taken fraM the data file of the MPS model

and the annual net worth data was supplied by Professor Feldstein.

Equation 1 is a sinple specification using only current and laggd

income, wealth, the unenplcynent rate,and a constant. Equation 2 adds

current capital gains, 3 undistributed profits, 4 both undistributed
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profits and gains, and 5 undistributed profits and gains writh the

coefficient on gains constrained to equal that of net worth. There

appears to be a great deal of serial correlation in the quarterly

equations (Cochrane-Orcutt re-estimation of these equations gives

similar results). In only one of the equations in Table 2-1 is the

unmployment rate coefficient significantly greater than zero (5Q), and it

is the wrong sign in eight of them. The quarterly equations, not

surprisingly, give more weight to lagged income than the annual. The

chief result of these equations is that the Feldstein hypothesis does

not hold up well. In the annual equations there is some inprovemrnt in

the fit frm the benchrark equation (lA) from adding capital gains

(2A) but not retained earnings (3A). But the capital gains term in

equation (2A), while significantly different than zero by usual

standards, has the wrong sign. The retained earnings term in equation

(3A) is fairly large but is smaller than its standard error. When

retained earnings and capital gains are added to the equation (4A),

there is little inprovenent in the fit over the benchmark equation, the

capital gains term has the wrong sign, and the retained earnings term

is small and insignificant. In equation (5A) capital gains are

constrained to have the same coefficient as net worth, and the large

increase in the standard error and small, insignificant, and wrong signed

net worth coefficient allows us to reject this constmint. Almost the

same story can be told about the quarterly equations. Strictly

speaking, the quarterly equations are not conparable to Feldstein's

annual equations because the annual specification assumes that last



Table 2-II

U.S. Annual and QuarterLy Consumpticn Expenditures, 1952-1972 (standard errorz in parentheses)

10 2. 2P0 mo ~

83.385
(12.201)

-2.582
(1. 433)

.509
(.0720)

.190
(.0710)

117.795
(19.988)

-2.643
(2.479)

.694
(.0966)

-. 0975
(.0855)

86.250
(12.271)

-2,649
(1.424)

.480
(.0742)

.216
(.0728)

69.930
(33.667)

-.0722
(3.146)

.680
(v130)

.0428
(.128)

.197
(.212)

59.165
(16.081)

-.578
(1.660)

.481
(.0713)

.238
(.0725)

.205
(.0917)

-. 00249
(.000392)

.0376
(.00694)

1. 9307

1587

-. 00159
(.00109)

.0383
(.00405)

.9768

15111

.0315
(.00853)

2.0133

2277

12.3214.11 10.28 14.01

Constant

YD

93.902
(21.537)

-1.196
(2.892)

*739
(.114)

-. 0295
(.102)

YD. 1

G
t

w
t-1

D.W.

SSR

.0338
(.00812)

2.0660

2408

.0381
(.00408)

.9283

15530

.0333
(.00451)

.9417

14581

1A 2A 2Q 3 aJ7

S.9E. 12.27 1'".76
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year's inecue affects this year's consuption, while the quarterly do

not. There is no real ixprovement in the fit from the benchmark

equation (lQ) from adding either capital gains or corporate saving. The

corporate saving. teris are significantly greater than zero, and the

term is fairly large in the equation where capital gains are added to

wealth (50 - but this equation has an extremely small wealth

coefficient and a worse fit than the others.

The results of the equations seem to depend upon the period of

estimation. Equations for 1952-1966 give results similar to Feldstein's.

Possibly the inflation of the late 1960's and the sharp fluctuations in

monetary policy during the period make realized capital gains and

corporate saving very poor proxies for their expectations. The

increased uncertainty may also have made consuners more cautious in

anticipating gains in making their spending decisions, thus the

insignificant coefficients of gains.

Table 2-ILI presents the equations of Table 2-I1 re-estimated with

the "use" concept of consunption as the dependent variable. This series,

the series on disposable personal income and net worth are taken from

the MIPS data. The deflator used is the consunption deflator of the

model, and all data is in per capita 1958 dollars. The uneuployment

rate coefficients are all of the preconceived sign and are all

significantly greater than zero (more than twice their standard errors).

* The MPS model series on disposable personal income differs from the

BEA series by (1) treating Federal personal inccme taxes on a liability
rather than a cash basis, and (2) adding the inputed rental inccce on
durables and subtracting interest paid by corsumers from disposable
personal inmea.



Table 2-111

U.S. Annual and Quarterly Consunption, 1952-1972 (standard errors in parentheses)

1A 1Q 2A 2Q 3A

3.600 23.180 48.270 21.887 20.170 64.673
(13.587) (9.256) (15.063) (9.350) (20.366) (11.686)

7.809 8.706 7.746 8.752 7.056 5.460
(1.655) (1.065) (1.784) (1.066) (1.786) (1.142)

.392 .246 .389 .268 .428 .389
(.0566) (.0768) (.0640) (.0799) (.0655) (.0733)

.279 .450 .281 .429 .236 .275
(.0536) (.0758) (.0582) (.0785) (.0664) (.0753)

-.136 -.334
(.125) (.0677)

.0381
(.00281)

.6563

8513

10.45

-. 0000955
(.000782)

.0483
(.00450)

2.1664

937

7.91

.000824
(.000836)

.0379
(.00282)

.6781

8407

10.45

Ccnstant

RU

YD

YD l

G
t

w
t-1

D.W.

SSR

S.E.

IC

.0482
(.00411)

2.1583

938

7.66

.0493
(.00421)

2.1651

870

7.61

.0451
(.0677)

.8179

6466

9.16



21.951
(22.268)

6.911
(1.938)

.423
(.0712)

.239
(.0699)

-. 140
(.130)

-. 000191
(.000783)

.0497 ,
(.00465)

2.1812

866

7.87

63.292
(11.801)

5.525
(1.146)

o406
(.0756)

.260
(.0772)

-- 332
(.0679)

.000661
(.000735)

.0449
(.00285)

.8432

6398

9.18

Constant -37.656
(59.259)

16.003
(4.728)

.715
(.179)

.152
(.191)

.206
(.347)

.00361
(.00189)

.00361
(.00189)

1.3462

7077

21.72

Ihere are 21 annual observations and 83 quarterly

.2::.

-6.144
(21.063)

13.853
(1.940)

.523
(.146)

329
(.150)

.151
(.116)

.00420
(.00135)

.00420
(.00135)

.3931

24592

17.87

4A

YD

YD 1-1

G0t

wt-1

D.W.

SSR

S.E.

aD

Table 2--II
continued
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The equations of Table 2-IIshow that there is no inprovernnt in the fit

of the annual consurption function over the benchmark (1A) by adding

either capital gains or retained earnings. There is an inprovement in

the fit of the quarterly equations when retained earnings is added (3Q)

and (1Q) conpared with (lQ), but it has the wrong sign. As in the

consumption expenditure equations of Table 2-I the constraint that the

coeftficient of capital gains equals that of net worth can be rejected

(by cotpartison of the standard errors and the sums of squared residuals

of equations (4A) and (4Q) with (5A) and (5Q) respectively).

The most striking thing about the results of Table 2-111 is the

coefficients on the undistributed profits terms. In two of the annual

equations they are negative and insignificant (3A) and (4A). In two

of the quarterly equations (3) and (4Q) they are negative, fairly large

(very close in magnitude to those on current disposable incomre), and

significantly less than zero (in magnitude, more than twice their

standard errors). Only when the coefficient of capital gains is con-

strained to equal that of the rest of wealth are the retained earnings

coefficients positive, but then the fit of the equation deteriorates,

the Durbin-Watsan statistics fall greatly, indicating a great deal of

positive serial correlation in the errors, and the coefficients of the

wealth term are exceedingly small. It is hard to explain the negative

coefficients. It is possible that the undistributed profits term is

picking up some negative substitution effects of changes in the rate of

return in the ccnsunptiain function (it does not seem unreasonable to

sug st that corporations increase their saving with the interest rate),
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but the addition of the Aaa bond yield to the quarterly equations as a

RlS variable did not eliminate this problem. It is also curious that

such substitution effects would be stronger in a consumption than a

ccnsurption expenditure function, for one would expect that durables

purchases would be more responsive to rate of return effects than other

consumer expenditures.

Ihe quarterly equations of Tables 2-II and 2-Ill were re-estimated

by means of instrumental variables. The instrument list included the

constant term, the unerrployment rate, current and lagged exports, current

and lagged government purchases of goods and services, the current and

lagged Aaa bond yield, the value of household holdings of corporate

stock, and net worth less the value of corporate stock. The results

were little changed from OILS estimation. The quarterly consuption

equations, like the quarterly consumption expenditure equations, were

re-estimated by the Cochrane-Orcutt technique in order to eliminate first

order serial correlation. Once again the results were generally similar

to the OILS ones, except that the coefficients on both undistributed

profits and wealth in equation III-5Q becxme negative.

The next obvious step was to estimate "permanent" series on the

variables by means of distributed lags. Quarterly equations 1 and 3 of

Tables 2-fl and 2-Ill were re-estimated using polynondal distributed

lags. Permanent disposable income was approximated by an 11 quarter

2nd degree polynomial constrained to equal zero at quarter t-12,

permanent wealth by a 7 quarter 2nd degree polynomial constrained to
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*

equal zero at quarter t-8, and permanent retained earnings by a 15

quarter 3rd degree polynomial constrained to equal zero at quarter t-16.

We see by corrparing the Durbin-Watson statistics of the equations

in Tables 2-IV and 2-V (which report the consumption expenditure and

consuption equations estimated using the longer lags) with their

counterparts in Tables 2-II and 2-EI the advantages gained by estimation

with the longer lags. Each equation in Tables 2-IV and 2-V has a

higier Durbin-Watson statistic than its counterpart in Tables 2-II and

2-III, indicating less serial correlation in the residuals.

Table 2-IV gives the results of the consunption expenditure

equations with the long lags. The lag weights on disposable personal

income and net worth decline; those on undistributed profits decline

below zero around the sixth quarter and then gradually rise above zero.

The results of Table 2-IV are broadly similar to those of Table

2-Il. The coefficient on "permanent" corporate saving (the sum of the

lag coefficients) in IV-3Q is slightly larger than that of II-3Q but it

is not significant. The addition of retained earnings does improve

significantly the fit over the benchmark equation (IV-lQ). The erratic

lag shape on RU is sonewhat inconsistent with the belief that retained

earnings act like other income variables in the consunption function.

The high leading coefficient(.33) on RN can be contrasted with the

surprisingly low (.15) leading coefficient on YD and indicates that RN

*
'The Justification for a distributed lag on wealth is the assurption

that there is a cost in altering consunption habits to changes in wealth,
hence short run fluctuations (especially in the stock market) have less
affect than persistent changes.
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Table 2-IV

U.S. Quarterly Consunption Expenditures, 1955:IV-1972:IV
(standard errors in parentheses)

1Q

Constant 9.992
(15.395)

3.132
(1.871)

-24.886
(29.739)

-. 392
(2.529)

SaYD
i=li -i

15
S b RN
-=It -i

E c Wi=1 l

Sa =

Ebi =

Ic =

.658
(.0235)
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(.0215)

.270
(.200)

.0499
(.00544)

D.W. 1.2565
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Residuals

Standard Error

9404

12.22

.0525
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10.46
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may be picking up transitory income effects on consumption

expenditures which are washed out by the rest of the lag.

Table 2-V presents the results of consumption equations III-lQ and

lI1-3Q estirated using the longer lags. The shapes of the lag

distributions are largely the same as the corresponding ones in

Table 2-IV. Once again we see that it is fairly difficult to find a

role for retained earnings in the consuption function. The permanent

retained earnings term is neither large nor sigificant in V-3Q, but

there is same inprovement in the fit as measured by the standard error

and lessening of serial correlation as measured by the Durbin-Watson

statistic.

The conclusions of this chapter are tentative. The effect of

corporate saving upon consumption is hard to detect. Whatever effect

there is is not as strong as that measured by Feldstein in his annual

equations. No strong conclusions can be reached about hypothesis A'

(that the effect of corporate earnings upon ccnsurptA on is independent

of their carposition). Equations were estimated inposing the constraint

that the coefficient of retained earnings equal that of disposable

personal income (omitting capital gains). In no case could this

hypothesis be accepted. However, unless account is taken of the

differential taxation of dividends and capital gains and the distinction

between labor and property income in the consunption function no fair

test of this hypothesis can be made.

* Cochrane-Orcutt re-estimation of equation V-3d resulted in a negative
swm of lag coefficients an corporate savings, although the shape of the
lag was largely the same as that of V-3 .
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Table 2-V

U.S. Quartery Consurption, 1955:IV-1972:IV
(standard errors in parentheses)

1Q 3Q

Constant -16.606
(10.742)

RU

.113

a aYD
1=0

15
Z V RN

i=0

7
c-wI

1-0 -

8.078
(1.244)

.639
a(.0134)

Sb4 =

Sc = .0557
(00333)

4.374
(21.035)

5.838
(1.722)

.628
(.0129)

.00300
(.131)

.0572
(.00298)

1.0176 1.3619D.W.

Sum of
Squared
ibsiduals

Standard Error

4004

7.97

There are 69 observations

K
.11

.013

2896

6.m95
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There is sane evidence that recent events in the econon have

affected the response of consumption to corporate saving. The annual

and quarterly equations of Tables 2-II and 2-II were re-estimated over

the sample period 1952-1966. As mentioned above, the results for the

consumption expenditure equations were similar to Feldstein's, with

large and significant coefficients on the undistributed profits tenm.

The ccnsunpticn equations were similar to those reported in Table 2-Ill,

except that the coefficient of undistributed profits in equations

lll-5A and III-5Q were negative. Equations were estimated testing

whether or not the corporate savings coefficient shifted after 1966 by

inserting a variable which equaled corporate saving after 1966 and zero

at all other times. There was no evidence of a significant decline in

the corporate savings coefficient.

This chapter has presented no substantial evidence that consumers

respond to corporate savings (the gross corporate savings variable-

undistributed profits plus capital consunption allowances did about the

same as the retained eamings variable) as quickly as to other conponents

of income, especially in consunption but also.in consumption

expenditure functions. The corporate savings variable does not behave

like a prcperty income variable - its insertion in the consunption

function does not seriously reduce either the income or wealth

coefficients. Conputation of the correlation matrix for the variables

of Table 2-111 shows that retained earnings are much less correlated

with either wealth or disposable incare than they are with each other

(the correlation of RN with YD is .176, RN with W is .252, YD with W is

.962. Gross corporate saving, is much more highiy correlated with
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income and wealth than retained earnings - .875 with income and .921

with wealth). This chapter has not tested the hypothesis that there is

no response of consumpticn to current property income in the presence of

a wealth variable, or that the speed of adjustment to corporate saving

is the same as to other coponents of property income. This involves

assigning tax liabilities to different forms of income. Modigliani and

Tarantelli (39 ) did this for Italy by assuming proportional taxation of

all forms of income but this is unacceptable for the U.S. Once this

allocation is done we can attempt to measure labor and property income

and wealth effects on consumptlunf and how changes in tax policy toward

different form of income can alter consumption. Since there is some

evidence that aggregate dividend policy does respond to the differential

taxation of dividends (Brittain, (9)) a differential effect on consuirp-

tin of corporate saving and dividends would indicate that tax policy

toward dividends will alter consumption. In this chapter we have reject-

ed the David-Scadding hypothesis that aggregate saving will not respond

*
When wealth was dropped as an argument of the equation in Tables 2-IV

and 2-V undistributed profits did have a large positive sign. However,
in the consunption function (V-3Q) the addition of the term scarely
improved the overall fit, and the sum of the lag terms became negative
when the equation was re-estimated by the Cochrane-Orcutt technique. In
the consunption expenditure equation the permanent coefficient on RN
went from .677 to .343 when the estimation technique was changed from
ordinary least squares. Additionally there was an enormous deterioration
in the overall fit when wealth was dropped - the SE of (V-3A) went from
6.95 to 18.67 and the D.W. from 1.3619 to .2370. All in all, it seem
that wealth is a more valuable variable to keep in a consunption
function than corporate savings, so the interesting question is whether
corporate savings and prperty income belong in a consunption function
with a wealth variable.
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to aggregate taxation at given levels of national income. In later

chapters we will first develop the theory of consumer responses to labor

and property income and wealth and then atterrpt to measure hcr aggregate

consumption and saving responds to the coposition, and hence the

differential taxationof income.
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CHAPTER 3

PROPERLY INCOME, WEALTd, AND CONSUMPTION: THEORY AND FIRST TF2L'

Theories of the peronal consunption function based upon utility

maximizing behavior draw a distinction between consumer responses to

changes in labor and property income. Increases in expected labor

income expand the present value of resources available to be consumed

over an individual's life. Thus we expect an increase in expected labor

incare to increase current consuption. Increases in expected property

income have somewhat diffexr3nt effects. Property income increases may

arise from increases in wealth or increases in the rate of return. An

increase in the rate of return will have both income effects favoring

current ccnsuirption and substitution effects working against current

consunption. It is therefore unsuitable to inpose restrictions, without

previous testing, that the coefficients on labor and property income in

an enpirical ccnsunpticn function are equal. Typical enpirical

consunption functions inpose such constraints by regressing consunption

on disposable personal income, which includes both labor and a good deal

of property income. This procedure may be adequate for most forecasting

purposes but should be questioned for uses such as coparing the

coefficient of other forms of property income with disposable personal

income. The relationship between property income, wealth, and

consunption can be considered more explicitly by considering a consumer

with a specific utility function designed to show the relationship

between changes in the rate of return and intertenporal allocation. Let

us consider a consumer with a (certain) life expectancy of T years, a
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working life of L years and an intertenporal preference function for

consumption in every year of the form

(3-1) U(Cl,...,CT) = ( T ) -1

where C = consunption services used in period i (durablt goods

purchases are not included in consuption, but their service income is).

This preference mapping is a form of the CES (constant elasticity of
*

substitution) utility function. We assume that it is humogeneous of

the first degree, but no changes in the results derived will come from

changing the degree of homogeneity to some other positive number).

The cnsumer's problem is to maximize his or her preference function

subject to an intertenporal budget constraint. The budget constraint is

of the fonm

T c L YL,
(3-2) T YL= + W=PV

i=l (l+rYI i=l (1+r)il- 0 0

where YL = non-prcperty income earned in year i (it is assumed that

this income is received at the start of each year and all consumer goods

for the year are purchased then), W = initial non-human wealth holding:,

and r is the interest rate. (From now on the summation is always from

1 to T).

*
One can in principle add factors representing systematic time

preference for consunption in every period but I feel that this will
complicate the analysis unrecessarily. Warren Weber (54) has used
explicit ccnsunption functions derived fram this type of utility function
in enpirical work.
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The Langrangian problem is

Max U(C,...,CT) + x [PV - C
C 1T 0 (1+r)i-1

The first order conditions for a maximum are

(3-3)C ( C ~0) / = =1..T

and

Ci
(3-4) ( = PV

Fram (3-3) we have

i-i

1+r

Then

i-1
C1 - (-) +i-l

(l+r)i-l 1 1+r 0

and
C = 6 PV 0, where

1 - )0+1

l+r

( EU 1 ) _-( l) TO/O+1

(1+r 0 +1 1+r

Since 1/(1+r) < 1 and T . 1, 6 4_1,1. if 0 > -1.

(1/(1+r)) is the "price" of a unit of year i consunption in tenms

of current consunpticn - it is the amunt of current consumPticn that

must be given up to obtain a unit of consurption in year i. Let us

denote this price by P . Ci/C1 , the ratio giving the desired allocation
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of consulption between year i and today, is given by (3-3). a, the

elasticity of substitution between period i's and today's consujption,

is defined as the (absolute value of the) percentage change in the ratio

of consuption in year i to this year's consunption when there is a one

percent change in the price ratio of period i's consumption to today's.

That is,

dCi/C /dP d(C/C) Pi
(ci/c 0 )/ dd/= - C(Ci) dP1 i/

By (3-3),

-1/
C /C = P 8+1io0

Hence

1-('/0+1)- P-P 1/8+11
jPi x P x Pi

For a positive - that is to say, consurption in each period is a normal

good (it will decline relative to current consunption when its price

increases), 8 > -1.

There are two special cases of the preference mapping of some

interest. First consider the case 8 = 0. The preference function does

not exist at this point, but we can consider

lim(SEC -8
040

The discussion of these special cases of a CES utility function follows
closey Ferguson's (19) discussion of the corresponding special cases
of CES production functions.
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Now

li4n ( ) / = lim - ln(s C1)-
I3+C

Applying L'Hospital's rule (since both numerator and denominator are

zero in the limit) we see that the limit of this ratic is

(On ci)
E -
S C:1j6

lim 1
0-*0

Hence

1/T
lm nU(C i...,C) = I EinC = En C

l' 'T T i i

or

lir U(C ,...,C ) = C11 T 1
1/T c1/T

C
2

1/r
T

'Ihen the FOC for utility naximization are

1/T C 1/T -1 H
Jyfi

1Cji

SC

(l+r)i-1
-WPv

0

C=C+( )
i 1l +r

SInC

T

and

=
(l+r)il

or

-(i-l)
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and

C -(-1) 1-I
C1Z( ) ( ) =PV ,so

(1+r) 1+r 1+r 0

C = PV0/T.
1 0

Thus in the a = 0 case (unitary elasticity of substitution or

"Cobb-Louglas" case) the current propensity to consume out of current

wealth (human and non-human) is independent of the interest rate - it

only depends upon the individual's point in the life cycle (4., T is

the number of years of life remaining). This will also be the solution

if the interest rate were assumed to be zero, as was the case in the very

earliest formalations of the life-cycle hypothesis of saving

(Modigliani-Bruberg ( 37)).

Mother interesting special case is that of zero elasticity of

substitution (s = .). Now

(3-6) lim U(C1,...,CT)=lim(EZC )1

Assure, without loss of generality,, that C is the smallest of the C .

Then (3-6) can be rearranged to give

C -0 -1/0
limC Ci(.i ) + 1) =Ci

Thus limU(C,*..,C ) =min(Cl,...9C).

In this zero-substitution or Leontief case the desired allocation

obviously will be
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0 =0C = ... = C.
1 2 T

Then, by the budget constraint,

C x 1V
1 (1+r)- 1 0

or

s ( 1 =- 1 1/1+2'
T

[ 1+r)-1 -/l)

Ihe special case of zero elasticity of substitution (or "Leontief"

case), where the desired allocation of ccnsurption is an absolutely even

flow, roughly corresponds to the hypothesis that the marginal propensity

to consume out of permanent income is constant (ie., the MPC is

fairly inelastic with respect to the interest rate. This will be

illustrated below.)

Consider the general version of 6.

6 (r) = 1 -- = 1- ( +r)

E ( ~ ) -1 /O+l 1- (1/1+r) /+

There are two general cases:

(a) 8 > 0. In this case 6'(r) is positive, as can be seen by

observing that every term in the denominator of the first

expression defining 6 will fall with an increase in r (since

a/8+1 is positive). Hence, when there is less than unitary

elasticity of substitution - the consumer's indifference

curves are "kinkier" than in the Cobb-Douglas case - an

increase in the interest rate leadsthe consumer to allocate
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a larger fraction of an increase in resources to the present

(of course, this effect is independent of the effect of an

increase in r on PV ).

(b) 8 < 0. In this case 6'(r) is negative. Hence, when the

indifference curves are "smoother" than the Cobb-Douglas case

the consumer will respond to an increase in the interest rate

by sloAing the rate at which he consumes his assets. Thus we

see that in general the MPC out of wealth is affected by

changes in the interest rate, although in principle we cannot

say whether or not the effect is positive or negative.

Let us consider the MPC out of labor income. Assume that labor

income is constant, so
L

L L 1- U(1r)
E - = YL - - =.1r YL

inl 1rj- 1 (1+r)i-1 1- (1+)

'Ihen, fram the expression defining PV and 6, the MPC out of labor
0

incae is

1 2. s/(-l)
a=S- 1 $1  / S -y=O

(l+r) (1+r) 8+1

Hence, the MPC out of labor income is also a function of the interest

rate. If we consider the Leontief case (8 =w) a will not fall with

the interest rate, since L is not greater than T. This is because a is

the product of two factors. One is 6, the marginal propensity to

consume out of wealth, which is also the inverse of the present value of

a bond paying one dollar a year for T years. The other term is y, the

prsent value of a bond paying one dcllar a year for L years. Now the
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linger lived an asset, the more elastic its value is with respect to the

interest rate. Hence the percentage increase in the 6 term from an

increase in the interest rate will be greater than the percentage fall

in the other term, since T (the life expectancy of the consumer) is

greater than L (the working life of the consumer) . For 0 positive, the

percentage increase in a from an increase in the interest rate will be

less than the percentage increase in 6, since a'/a = y'/y + 6 '/6 and

Y <0.

It ight be of interest to exhibit 6, 6 '1(r), and a for 6 = 0. The

table belaw record these nurbers for various interest rates and two

positions in the life cycle, one for an individual with a life expectancy

of 10 years and no working life left and the other for a life expectancy

of 50 years with 40 years of working life. A somewhat similar table is

in Ando and Modigliani (1).

Marginal Prcpensities
a. T=10, L=0
r 6 6'(r)
.00 .100 .454

.01 .105 .464

.02 .109 .467

.03 .114 .475

.04 .118 .477

.05 .123 .484

.06 .128 .489

.07 .133 .493

.08 .138 .496

.09 .143 .500

.10 .148

Table 3-I
to Consume out

a

N/A

of Labor Incoime
b. T=50,L

r 6
.00 .0200

.01 .0253

.02 .0312

.03 .0377

.04 .0448

.05 .0522

.06 .0599

.07 .0677

.o8 .0757

.09 .0837

.10 .0917

and Wealth, 6 0
= 40
6'(r) a
.526 .8o0

.594 .838

.653 .871

,703 .898

.740 .921

.768 .940

.787 .955

.797 .966

.801 .975

.799 .981

.986
Note: 6'(r) is defined as the difference between the current and next

6 dividedby the chang in r.

I--
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It is seen that both 6 and a increase with the rate of return, with the

rate of increase in 6 faster for the younger consumer. While the

increase in a is large, as a percntage of its value it is considerably

smaller than the change in 6. For example, an increase in r from .03

to .05 - which is probably a large increase in the real rate of return-

raises 6 (in part b) 38% but a only 5%, which will probably be well

within an estimated standard error of such a coefficient on labor income

while not within such an error band for a coefficient on wealth.

6' is reasonably invariant to r, even if a > 0, so it seems safe to

linearize 6 as 6 0 + 1r. We regard a as relatively constant too (in

practice a will reflect expectations of labor income growth too. a is

the prcpensity to consume out of permanent income - which is why it was

mentioned above that the Leontief case provides a basis for the

permanent inccme hypothesis that the NPC out of permanent income is

constant). With these hypotheses we derive a linear approximation of

the individual consunption function of the form

(3-7) C = a YL + (60+6r)W.(37)C 0 1 0

This function has been dubbed the "general" version of the life-cycle
*

by Modigliani (35 ). rW is the long run rate of return times net

If 6 is positive we have Tobin and Dolde 's (49 ) hypothesis that
cansirs will respond ntre strongly to an increase in wealth caused
by increased income expectations than by a fall in the interest rate.
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worth, so it may be regarded as permanent property income (YP). Hence

(3-7) can be re-written as

(3-8) C = a YL + 6 YP + 60W.
1 1 0 0

Making the usual assunptions necessary for aggregation, we derive the

aggregate consuiption function for year t,

(3-9) Ct = AYL +B YIP t B W
tt I t o t-l

where W is aggregate net worth as the start of period t. The
t-l

coefficients A, B, and B will be functions of the age structure of the

population. We would then expect to find the aggregate coefficients

somewhere between the hypothesized individual propensities in the two

parts of Table 3-I - since the two halves represent extremes in the age

structure and we would expect to find the population averages somewhere

in the middle. Since wealth is discounted permanent property income, if

Strictly speaking this expression is only true for an infinitely lived
individual. For an individual with a finite horizon,

YP E W , so
(l+r) 0

YP0 ,which is slightly greater than rW
0

(Note that it is here assumed that assets do not pay returns until the
end of a period). Weber (54) has explicitly estimated 6(r) as a function
of its compnents by non-linear techniques. However, he also is forced
to estimate a real rate of interest at the same time, and he finds that
his nominal interest rate series do not fully respond to expected
inflation. The technique described here avoids the problems of
estimating expected inflation along Lth propensities to consume.
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we drop either property incone or wealth from the consumption function

we rewrite (3-9) as

B
(3-10) C = A YL + (B + -J) yp ortt 1 r t

t

(3-11) C = A YL + (Br +B )W
t t i t 0 t-l

It is necessary to restate the assunptions needed to justify (3-9)

as a useful consumption function:

(1) rt nust vary over time. If it does not, then YPt is perfecity

collinear with Wt-1 and we cannot separate their effects.

(2) It is necessary that 6i will have to be positive for a large

part of the population in order to estimate (3-9), (3-10), and

(3-11). If it is negative, then B will be negative - which

is perfectly possible - and A will be very sensitive to the

interest rate and it will not be safe to regard A as invariant

to r.

(3) It should be re-euphasized that the use of both permanent

property incorm A wealth in a consuiption function does not

involve "double-counting". The theory outlined above asserts

that a change in the rate of return will increase the MPC out

of wealth, and this effect can be enpirically captured by the

coefficient on property incone in a consunption function also

including wealth. Wealth is discounted permanent property

income, and once again, the use of both in the consunption

function is not justified only in the case when the rate of

return is constant. Thus the use of both wealth and pernanent
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property income is an empirical question. To restate the

point, which is essential for the rest of the thesis, we have

three variables under ccnsideration for use in an enpirical

consumption function: Wealth, property income, and the real

interest rate. "Double-counting" would occur if we used all

three of these variables. However, we may use any two, since

we are trying to measure two different effects, one being the

pure capital gain (outward shift of the budget line) effect

and the other the effect of a rotation of the budget line on

the interte.poral allocation of consunption. Given wealth,

the second effect is measured by the coefficient of property

income.

Equation (3-9) reduces to a consumption function in (permanent)

disposable income and wealth if and only if YD (disposable personal

inccre) is proportional to A YL + B YP. A special case of this is when

only that fraction of property income in disposable personal income is

equal to YP and A = B . Equation (3-10) is an equation in labor income

and property income. Consumption functions of this type have been conmon

in capital theory and studies of economic grcvth. It is often asserted

that the low coefficients often found on property incare in such

equations reflect different savings propensities of different classes.

Table 3-I shows us that 6'/rt should be on the order of unity so the

coefficient an YP should be similar to that on YL in the aggregate

equation. Modigliani and Tarantelli (39 ) showed that the Italian data,

which had seemed to support the "two-class" theory, can be reconciled

with the life cycle theory if property income is allowed to affect
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consuption with a lag. Equation (3-11) is the original life-cycle

ccnsumption function in labor inccne and wealth. Note that the

constancy of - : marginal prcpensity to consume out of wealth depends

upon the constancy of the rate of return. A specification which uses

disposable personal income and wealth on the grounds that labor income

is a fairly constant fraction of disposable personal incone is not

Justifiable unless the rate of return is constant, or, of course, B1 is

zero.

Consuption functions similar to (3-9) have been estimated by

Weber (54) (whose derivation of the consuption function from the CES

utility function I have largely followed) for annual U.S. data from

1930 to 1965, by Modigliani and Tarantelli (39) for Italian data, by

Stone (46) for British data, and a savings function for the Netherlands

by Somerneyer and Banninck (43). Springer (45) considered the effect

of the real interest rate on the marginal prcpensity to consume

permanent disposable incame in the U.S. but he did not separate labor

and property income effects. Weber, Springer, Stone and Modigliani -

Tarantelli found B to be positive, but Saereyer - Banninck found it

to be negative. I intend to estimate (3-9) using quarterly U.S. data

with the use concept of consunpticn and to consider the role of

corporate savings in YP.

Equations (3-9) and (3-10) shed light on why such problems were

found in the previous chapter in adding corporate saving to consunption

functions using disposable personal incame. Such a procedure is

justified only if (in an equation where wealth is included) A = B1 or
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(in an equation where wealth is not included) A = B1 + B0t/r'.An

equation such as (3-9) proirides a better arena for testing wheather or

not corporate saving policy changes personal consunption since we do not

have to trpose the additional constraint that A = B - we can test the

simpler hypothesis tnat thu coefficient on corporate saving equals that

of the rest of property incone.

The last chapter attempted to show that previous results, inditca

ing that the coefficient ot corporate saving in the consuption function

was not terribly different from current disposable personal income, were

not very robust to chang.ng the period of estimation or the definition

of consumption from personal consumption expenditures to "use"

consumption. For the rest of this chapter we will explore the role of

wealth and property incoe (including corporate saving) in the aggregate

consunpticn ftnction.

There are two data problems that should be discussed before the

results of the estimated consuption functions are presented. They are

1, the construction of series of net of tax labor and property income,

and 2, the definiticn of corporate saving to be used:

(1) The chief difficulty in constructing series of' labor and

prperty income after tax is the allocation of income taxes

between the two. I have generally followed the procedure of

Ando and Brown (1) in doing the allocation. Details will be

found in the Appendix. My labor income series consists of

salaries and wages plus other labor income plus transfers plus

labor income of prcprietors (see Appendix) less federal and

state inocm taxes on labor income and personal contributions
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for social insurance. Property income after taxes, other than

corporate saving, consists of the tiputed non-labor income of

proprietors plus the rental income of persons plus interest

incoera plus dividends plus the imputed rental income of

durable goods less intei &-. paid by consumers, federal and state

income taxes on property income (dl vidends are treated

separately from the rest of property income in the quarterly

allocations - the dividend series used was that used by the MPS

model in constructing the market value of corporate stock and

adds an estimate of dividends paid to uninsured pension funds

[which is a part of personal interest income in the national

income accounts ] and is slighly greater than national income

accounts dividends). The sum of the labor and property incomi

series is very close to the MPS disposable income series

(there are same minor differences from differing treatment of

taxes).

(2) The problem of defining an erpirical analog to the concept of

corporate saving is intimately connected to defining what we

mean by corporate income. There am many possible definitions

and all have their merits and demerits. The measure of

corporate saving we are looking for corresponds to the increase

in the equity capital of the corporation credited to beginning

of period shareholders. We can illustrate this principle by

the following higxJy idealized illustration:

Assume perfect capital markets, no taxation, no changes in discount
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rates, and no debt. Following Moore's (40) argument (except that it is

here assumed that the replacerent cost of capital equals the market

value), let Kt = market value of firm's capital at time t. Then

K = PtN ,.where Pt= price per share and N = number of shares. Ncu
t t t t t

K -K = It, investment in period t. Since the value of investment
t+l tt

equalthe value of funds raised to finance it,I = P (N -N )+CS ,t t+l t+l t t
wtere CSt is corporate saving - corporate saving is equal to that part

of investment not financed by sales of stock. cGtapital gains credited

to the start ofoperiod shareholders, is equal to(P+ -P)N = P N-K .
t+l t t t+lt t

But K -K = P (N -N ) +CS ,so P N =0C3 + K and G =03S.
t+1 +t+ . t+1 t tl t t t t t

A brief discussion of some erpirical corporate saving measures and

how they correspond to an increase in capital concepts follows:

(a) Undistributed profits (RN): This is the sinplest concept of

all. It is siply accounting profits less dividends. Its

virtues are that it is a number easily visiable to shareholders,

and does not involve any discussions about accounting

principles - the management of corporptions are supposedly

successful in cinvincing shareholders and the securitIes

markets that accounting profits are equal to true econonmc

profits. Te defect of this measure obviously lies in the fact

The case presented in Appendix 2 reduces to this if there are no
taxes. There are, of course, capital gains from changes in the rate of
return. However, these do not affect penrmanent prcperty incone from an
asset. This is the distinction Feldstein (17, 18) made between
'"perwarent" and "transitory" gains. His terminology is slightly un-
fortunate, since "transitory" gains gives a connotation of market
inefficieny, which is not the issue here.
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that it can readily be altered by arbitrary changes in

accounting techniques.

(b) Undistributed profits plus the corporate capital consurption

allowance (FG). This rreasure corresponds to a cash flow

concept of corporate profits. Its advantage is that it gives

a reasure of the corporation's ability to finance gross

investment from internal sources (FG plus dividends - gross

corporate cash fiow - has also proved to be a useful variable

in explaining corporate dividend policy. See Brittain (9)).

This measure 's disadvantages are the same as the previous one -

it can be arbitrarily changed by changes in corporate accounting

techniques.

These are the measures of corporate saving that were used in the

previous chapter and in previous work on the role of corporate saving in

perscnal saving and consumption. There is at least one major adjustment

to be made to profit figures in the national income accounts which should

be considered inportant in the recent inflationary period - inventory

profits due soleLy to accounting practices should be removed. True

profits on inventories are equal to the change of market value of

inventories less net purchases, but comanon inventory accounting practices

can distort this measure. The FIFO (first-in, first-out) method, which

neasures the profit on an item sold out of inventory by the selling

price less the original cost, will lead to exagerrated profits during

periods of rising prices. The Department of Comerce handles this

problem by coputing the inventory valuation adjustmen; (IVA) to add to
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corporate profits, to make sure that only the physical changes in

inventories are included in investment.

We have four definitions of corporate saving to start with - RN,

RN+IVA, RG, and RG+IVA. The relationship between these four measures of

corporate saving does shift over time. After the introduction of

accelerated depreciation accounting techniques in 1954 the RGU measures

grew faster than the RN measures until 1960 as firms adopted the more rapid

techniques. There was some further growth in the GI measures relative to

the RN measures through the '60's. During the inflation of the late

'60's a larger fraction of accounting profits became due to inventory

profits and the IVA (which was negative throutut this period) grew in

magnitude (indced, by the midrle of 1974 the IVA was larger than

undistributed profits), so the ratio of the profit terms plus IVA to The

profit terms dropped.

There is a particular reason to choose any one of these corporate

saving measures. To use RN or RG asserts that there is no accounting

problem vrith inventories, and will lead o exagerrated measures of

profits since the late '60's. To use RN+IVA or RG+IVA handles the

inventory problem, but there is still the problem of capital asset

depreciation accounting. Recently the Department of Commerce has engaged

*'be IVA is not the best adjustment to make because it ignores capital
gains from changes in the relative prices of inventories and so does not
correspond to a Haig-Simon definition of corporate income as distributed
profits and the change in net worth of initial shareholders. Shoven
and Bulow's work (42) indicates that, at least before 1973, the IVA is
reasonably close to a Haig-Simn correlation.
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in a major revision of the National Income Accounts and part of this

revision has included an attempt to measure the magnitude of this

problem. The Bureau of Economic Analysis (51, 53) has estimated

depreciation allowances in excess of true economic depreciation for the

period back to 1947 (capital asset depreciation is measured, for the

purposes of these computations, at replacement costs). The data, which

result in a series called the "capital consuiption adjustment" (to serve

the same sort of role as the older inventory valuation adjustment) is

quite revealing, showing that not until 1962, after depreciation

allowances were liberalized and the investment tax credit enacted for the

first time, was accounting depreciation as great as true economic

depreciation (if we accept the assumption of the new National Income

Accounts data on service lives of capital equipment (Shoven and Bulow,

(42),and Coen, (10), who made their own assumptions about service lives,

constructed similar series). This indicates that before 1962 all of the

corporate savirg measures so far discussed over-estimated true corporate

saving, since accounting depreciation was less than true econanic

depreciation - part of RN was reall depreciation of capital assets

rather than true economic profit. The casual assumption that a measure

which includes capital consumption allowances overestimates true corporate

saving and a measure which excludes them under-estimates true saving was

apparently false during this period. After 1962 some of the corporate

saving measures (the ones with capital consumpticn allowances) appear to

overestimate true corporate saving while the others underestimate it

(by the middle of 1974 the capital ccnsuption adjustment became negative
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as the liberalization of depreciation allowances lost ground to the

growing replacement cost of capital equipment - once again, as in the

period before 1962, true economic depreciation was greater than account-

ing depreciation).

From now on, unless otherwise noted, the term "corporate saving"

(and the sybol CS) will refer to the National Income Accounts measure

which is the sum of undistributed profits plus the inventory valuation

adjustment plus the capital consurrption adjustment.

Now it is the time to see how labor incae, property income other

than corporate saving, corporate saving, and wealth affect personal

consuption. Since the corporate saving data was derived from the 1976

revision of the National Income Accounts the data on labor and the rest

of property income was also derived from the revised data. The consunp-

tion and wealth data were taken from the revised data bank of the MPS

model. The concept of consumption is the "use" one. All data is

quarterly and the flow variables are seasonally adjusted at annual rates.

All data is in per capita 1972 dollars (since that, rather than 1958, is

the base year for the new national inccue accounts). The price deflator

used is the consuption deflator of the MPS model and the population

figures are the beginning of quarter figures published in Business

Statistics (51).

Table 3-1 explores various very sinple specifications of the

ccnsunption function designed to compare "Kaldorian" (26) and life-cycle

*
Douglas Battenberg of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

supplied the new DMS data.
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Table 3-II

Kaldorian And Life Cycle Consurptin Functions,
United States, 1955:IV-1972:IV
(Standard Errors In Parentheses)

= 197.228
(27.350)

+

= 104.928 +
(29.409)

= 63.303
(29.278)

+

.962 LY
(.0159) t

.864 LY
(.0222) t

.852 LYt
(.0201) t

+ .o468 P2
(.0756) t

+ .0275 W
(.00535)t-1

.281 P2
(.0767) t

SE
5SR1
DW

SE
SSR
DW

30.40
61009

.3998

25.76
43787

.4619

+ .0426 W
t-1

SE
SSR

DW

= 225.813
(24.193)

+ .822 LY
(.0314) t

+ 1.075 Pl
(.218) t

26.63
36298

.5389

- .229 CS
(.0857) t

SE
SSR

DW

26.12
44330

.3838

= 82.424
(18.877)

+ .681 Y
(.0221) t

+ .863 P1
(.)28) t

- .630 CS
(.0610) t

SE
StSR

DI

+ .0469 W
(.00413)t-1

15.15
14694

.8009

C = Consunpticn in Quarter t .

LY = Labor Inccie After Taxes in Quarter t.

P1 = Property Income in Disposable Income (After taxes) in
t Quarter t.
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models in a simple way. The period of estimation is 1955:IV-1972:IV.

The estimation technique is ordinary least squares. Five specifications

are presented: Cnsumption is regressed against 1, labor income and

property income (including corporate saving), 2, labor income and wealth,

3, labor income, property income including corporate saving, and wealth.

4 and 5 repeat 1 and 3 with corporate saving treated as a separate

variable.

Not surprisingly all equations suffer from severe problems with

serially correlated errors as evidenced by their low Durbin-Watson

statistics. When the equations are re-estimated by the Cochrane-Orcutt

technique all except 3 have considerably lower coefficients on labor

income and property income other than corporate saving, and considerably

higher constants. However, the relative size of the coefficients is

unaltered.

Equation 1 is a version of the "Kaldorian" consunption function,

splitting national income after taxes into labor and property shares. It

can easily be seen that the assumption that "workers" spend everything

they earn and "capitalists" save everything is strongly supported by this

equation (but Cochrane-Orcutt re-estimation of this equation cuts the

coefficient on labor income in half). However, equation 2,with a better

fit than 1, indicates that we can more readily accept the simple life-

cycle story that current property income is merely a poor proxy for

wealth, hence its low coefficient. The coefficient on wealth in equation

1 is roughly in line(although low) with previous estimates and is also

significantly greater than zero. If we accept 5% as a reasonable
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approximation to the real rate of return in the U.S., then the

coefficient on wealth in 2 implies a coefficient on property income of

.55, instead of the .0468 estimated in 1. Equation 3 estimates that

property income has a negative coefficient when wealth is added to the

consumption function. But it should be remembered that equation 1, in

the light of the wealth coefficient in 2, indicates that the current

value is not a good proxy for permanent income from wealth, so this

equation tells us little about the effect of permanent property income

in the presence of wealth in the consumption function. Equations 4 and

5 erphasize what may have occurred to the reader - the slight effect of

property inccme in the consumpticn function is a combination of the

strong effect of that part of property income which is a part of dispos-

able personal incoe and the small (estimated as negative) effect of

corporate saving. Equation 5, which has much the best fit of any of

those in the table, claims that corporate saving has a strong perverse

effect on consumption - an increase in corporate saving stimulates

personal saving, which is hard to reconcile with the rest of property

income discouraging saving!

The significant coefficients on wealth in 3 and 5 along with the

better fits of these equations in corparison with 1 and 4, do indicate

the weaknesses of the Kaldorian view that the MPC's out of labor income

and property income are greatly different due to class differences. The

difficulties in measuring coefficients an property income is likely due

to the noise in the corporate saving series and the colinearity of P1

with the labor income series.
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Modigliani and Taranteli (39) reconciled results from Italian

data like 1 and 3 with the life cycle result 2 by allcwing property

income to affect consumption with a lag. The remainder of this chapter

will be devoted to attenpts to test whether similar results hold for

American data, using standard techniques.

Table 3-II explores various specifications of the consurption

function with distributed lags. Permanent labor income was approximated

by current labor income and a five quarter second degree polynomial

distributed lag on past labor income with the weight on quarter t-7

constrained to equal zero. Three concepts of permanent property income

were used: The first is current property income other than corporate

saving and a seven quarter second degree polynAmial distributed lag on

past property income (Pl) with the weight on quarter t-9 constrained to

equal zero. The second measure is exactly the same as the first except

that corporate saving is added to the rest of property income (P2). The

third measure is a combination of the sane lag on P1 as the first measure,

but with a separate lag on CS. Permanent corporate saving is approximat-

ed by its current value and a 14 quarter third degree polynomial

distributed lag on past values with the weight on quarter t-16 constrained

to equal zero. We would normally expect, all of these lag weights to

decline.

The logic of each of these three measures of permanent property

income is as follows: The first measure asserts that consumers are

nucpic; that they do not take corporate saving into account in making

their consunpticn decisiccs except insofar as it effects wealth. This
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reasure might be likened to what Tobin and Dolde (49) call "liquidity"

views of ccnsupticn, where cash incore will have a stronger influence on

cansmption than imputed incomre. The second measure asserts that

consumers see carpletely through the corporate veil. They are perfectly

rational and are fully aware that corporate saving is on the shareholder's

behalf. Using this measure asserts that an increase in corporate saving -

out of a given value of corporate incoue - will reduce personal saving

by an equal amunt (excepting tax considerations.) The third measure of

peranent property income represents a corprorise between the other two.

Unlike the first, it does not assert that consumers are nropic in regards

to undistributed corporate income, but unlike the second it asserts that

consuwers distinguish between conponents of corporate income in making

their ccnsurpticn decisions. This may be for either or both of two

reasons. Either changes in corporate saving decisions signify changes

in expectations of corporate profits and revisions of permanent property

income (this reason is similar to "informational content of dividends"

hypothesis which holds that corporations will not increase or cut

dividends unless the managements feel that they can maintain the change,

hence that a change in dividends gives more information about future

profits than a change in undistributed profits). The other reason that

changes in corporate saving may have different effects upon consunption

than changes in other corponents of property income is the liquidity

consideration that consumers have more trouble in adjusting their con-

suiption decisions to changes in this corponent of income rather than to

changes in other ccvpcnents which are paid in cash or accrue directly to
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the consuner without the intervention of the corporate structure or the

capital markets.

The estimation period for the equations was 1955:IV to 1972:1EV. The

estimating technique was ordinary least squares, with the Cochrane-Orcutt

technique used to correct for first order serial correlation. No dis-

tributed lag on wealth was used. No evidence of any strong lag on the

stock market corponent of wealth appeared with these specifications and

it appeared sinpler to just consider current wealth rather than conplicat-

ing matters with the lags. The constant term was supressed - the theory

does not call for one and the use of one did not make very much difference

in the results %Then added. In sunmary the main distinction between these

regressions and the ones at the end of the previous chapter are:

(a) The use of labor and property income rather than disposable

inccne and corporate savings.

(b) The reporting of GIS rather than OLS results (in general the

OLS msults of the specifications in the previous chapter were

more favorable to previous work and conclusions on the role of

corporate saving in current consurption than the GIL results and

were therefore reported).

(c) The use of the 1976 revision of the National Incore Accounts

rather than the previous series.

(d) ie use of current wealth rather than a lag on wealth.

(e) The supression of the constant term. The unenployment rate term

used in the previous chapter was also eliminated - it seems un-

suitable to use such an ad hoc procedure. The unemployment rate
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is trendless , and it is dimensionally awkward to have it

explaining strongly trending consurption.

Equation II-1 is the labor income and wealth specification;

equations 11-2 through 11-4 are versions of equation (3-10) with labor

income and the three definitions of property incore; equations 11-5

through 11-7 are versions of equation (3-11), using labor incomee,

property income, and wealth. Equation 11-8 corbines labor income and P1

in an analogy to a disposable personal income and wealth specification.

With these remarks behind as it is tire to look at the regression

results. The fits of all equations are in some sense "good" with the

standard errors amounting to about one half of one percent of the mean

value of consurption over the period. However, the estimated coefficients

of serial correlation are all quite high. Equation II-1 exhibits a great

deal of serial correlation. The coefficient on wealth is significantly

greater than zero, but it is quite small by usual standards - less than

3% when other wealth effects estimates have been strong as 5% or more.

(Modigliani, (36)). This problem appeared to be coming from the stock

market ccsponent of wealth. The standard error of the regression is

around four tenths of a percent of the mean of the dependent variable,

but if we ignore the effect of the lagged error term the standard error

will more than double. The lag structure on labor inccme has a shape in

accord with usual expectations, with the coefficient on current labor

inccme caxsiderably higer than any of the lagged values, and the lagged

values trailing off steadily to zero, with two thirds of the lag weight

occuring in the first three quarters after an increase in labor income.
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Table 3-III

Labor Incoce, Property Incore, and Wealth Effects
On Consurtion, 1955:IV-1972:IV
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All lag weights but the last are more than twice their standard errors

and the total MPC out of labor income is quite high at .9. The strong

weight on lagged income is odd as labor income is a fairly smooth

series. Hall (23) has suggested that it is useful to regard consumption

as a random walk about the disposable income trend. Hence a ch ;p in labor

incame (which is the bulk of disposable income) should be associated with

a change in consuption without much of a lag.

Equations 2 through 4 report the result of using labor income and

an estimate of "permanent property income". The fit of each consumption

function is worse (measured by the standard error and the coefficient of

serial correlation) than the labor income and wealth specification. What

is strange is that the effect of wealth on consumption seems to show more

strongly in current prcperty and labor income rather than their lagged

values. This is shown by the increase in the coefficient cn current

labor income in from 1 to 2 (.284 to .358). The first lagged value on

labor income also rises slightly but all others fall. The coefficient on

current Pl is quite large - in fact, almost as large as that of labor

incae - and alist xAice its standard error, but the lagged values are

fairly insignificant and follow nearly a hunp shape, falling only

gradually at first. This hunp shape iw be due to the property inccme

tenms picking up some of the effect of wealth since the value of wealth

may reflect lagged more than current prcperty income. Equation 3 uses P2

as its definition of property income. Once again the fit is poorer than

1. In this case all of the coefficients an labor income rise with the

replacement of wealth by property income - indeed the sum of the
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coefficients is an inprobably high 1.036. The lagged values of property

income decline below zero after the second quarter. Equation 4 uses P1

and CS with separate lags as its definition of prcperty income. The

behavior of the P1 and labor income terms are similar to equation 2, with

a high coefficient for current P1 and insigificant lagged values (with

the inverted U lag shape), and current labor income's coefficient

increasing from .285 to .379 and lagged values falling. Current

corporate saving has a negative and insignificant coefficient; lagged

values of CS have coefficients ranging frcm positive to negative

after two quarters, and positive after 12 quarters. The total effect of

corporate saving is estimated as being less than zero, and none of the

coefficients are sig-tficantly different from zero by usual standards.

'Ile negative effect may be due to corporate saving picking up cyclical

effects that were picked up by the unenployment rate term in the first

chapter's regressions.

In sumnarizing the first part of this table we see that a specifica-

tion using wealth instead of a lag on property income tends to explain

consumption behavior somewhat better, and also estimates coefficients

somewhat more in accord with our priors (despite the high labor income

coefficients and low wealth coefficient). In choosing between property

inccme terms P1 gLves a slightly superior fit than the other definitions.

'Lle second part of the table explores specifications with permanent

labor income, permanent property income, and wealth. Equation 5 uses P1

and wealth. 'lhe overall fit of 5 is very slightly better than 1, which

is scme evidence that property inccme has a role to play in a consurpticn
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function with wealth. The addition of property income reduces the lagged

effect of labor income. The lag structure on Pl may be reasonable with

a steady decline after the sharp initial impact, although the decline

below zwro after the third quarter is surprising - one would expect that

the lag on property income would be longer than that of labor income.

The addition of wealth (in conparison with 2) does reduce the effect of

property income. Equation 6 uses P2 and wealth. There is no improvement

in fit over the labor incore and wealth specification and the property

income coefficients are very small and insignificant. Equrtion 7 uses Pl

and CS and wealth. For the first time the wealth coefficient is fairly

large, and the fit of the equation is greatly superior to the others

especially allowing for the lower serial correlation. The total value of

the labor income terms is .772 - smaller than the other equations and

more in the line of other work (Ando and Modigliani (1)). But the other

coefficients argue against any blanket acceptance of the hypothesis of

partly nopic consumers that this equation embodies. The current coefficient

on P1 declines between 4 and 7 but the lagged values do not fall with

the addition of wealth - the lag simply changes shape to one similar to

that on Pl in equation 5. The addition of wealth does lower (algebraic-

ally) the corporate saving coefficients across the line. When we lump

labor income and Pl together and regress consumption against the sum and

wealth (equation 8) we get a consumption function essentially with

disposable personal income and wealth. In comparing 8 and 5 we see that

lumping the two types of income together results in the lowest standard

error of ary equation so far tested, but the estimated coefficient of
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serial correlation is higher than 7's.

The mjor results of Table 3-Ill can be suammarized as follows:

(1) As in Table 3-Il, wealth and labor income give a better

explanation of consumer behavior than labor and property

income.

(2) The best explanation of consumer behavior comes from using

wealth and both labor and property income. But, the coefficients

of property income are subject to considerable error. While

we cannot accept a hypothesis that corporate saving has the

sane effect on consumption as Pl, we cannot reject the

hypothesis that P1 has the same effect as labor income, even

when wealth is added to the equation.

While we may expect a coefficient on corporate saving smaller than

Pl or even zero, the results in Tble 3-Ill that CS has a zero or

negative coefficient but inproves the fit of the consunption function

requires soe explanation. No standard theory would lead to this

result, but the high SE's on the CS coefficients may lead us to suspect

that the negative coefficients are spurious. The large SE's on all the

property incam terms nay lead us to question the advantages of using

the traditional distributed lag technique of estimating MPC's out of

various forms of income. Certainly some of the problens in estimating

MPC's out proerty income is a collinearity problem of estimating the

separate effects of strongly trending variables such as labor income and

Pl. Corporate saving, which has a weaker trend, may have a perversely

negative coefficient because the procyclical corporate saving term is
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measuring som of the countercyclical behavior of consumption.

In order to more accurateLy measure property income effects on

consuption we will need estimators of permanent property income that

will not be contaminated by simulaneously estimating the weights on

current and past income used to construct the penrianent series and

also attempting to explain consurption data, recognizing that wealth is

discounted permanent property income.

The next chapter will deal with the consequences of altering the

treatment of property income in the consumption function. We will

directly estimate permanent property income Prom the definition of wealth

as capitalized permanent property inccme, and use this estimate in the

consunption function. In concluding this chapter, we note that con-

ventional procedures do not shed much light on the role of property income

in the consurption function. One result of this chapter is that some

doubt has been cast an the conventional disposable income and wealth

specification - which seems to rest on no firmer ground than the large

standard errors of property incame coefficients in equation 111-5.

Corporate saving does inprove the fit of the consumption functicn, as

illustrated by equation III-7, with the improvement in fit over the labor

income and wealth specification. However, corporate saving does not act

like a sinple inccam variable - certainly not like Pl.
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CHAPTER 4

PROPERIY INCOME, WEALTH, AND CONSUMPTION: FINAL TESTS

The results of the previous chapter indicate that the traditional

method of approximating the permanent fraction of various types uf income

by estimating distributed lags an current and past values of realized

income in consuption functions does not give us a good handle on the

two chief problems of this thesis, which are estimating the role of

property income in consumption functions independent of wealth's and

estimating the effect of corporate saving on permanent propErty income.

In this chapter we will derive an alternate estimator of permanent

property income and apply it to the consumption function. We will also

use a somewhat modified specification of the consumption function which

recognizes the importance of the division of income between before and

after tax income.

It was noted in the previous chapter that the property income tenns

did not seem to be highly correlated with wealth. The coefficients an

corporate saving were negative, even when wealth was excluded from the

regression, and the coefficient on the non-corporate saving component of

property income did not decline greatly when wealth was added as a

variable(particularly in the specification including corporate saving).

ie procedure to be described is an attempt to circunvent such problems.

We start with a more formal definition of permanent property income.

Following the original Friedman (20) notion, we define permanent property

incme fram an asset as that ccnstant stream of income, which when

properly discounted, gives the value of the asset. Then if we denote A
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as the value of an asset., YP as the permanent incomr from it., and r the

capitalization rate, YP is the solution to

(4-1) A = YP/r.

We then have

(4-2) ln A = TnYP -l1n r

If we assume that

(4-3) n YP = nZa TY +e
o i -

where e is a random error term and Y is the income from an asset, then

(4-4) ln A = a ln Y - ln r + e.

Equation (4-4) is the fundamental equation of this section. We note that

we have, in principle, all of the data (wealth, incame, and interest

rates) necessary to estimate it, and we will have estimates of permanent

income from non-human wealth which do not rely on consuption data - we

can estimate permanent income separately from the propensity to consume

out of permanent income. In addition the size and significance of the

coefficient on the log of r gives a measure of changes in the

capitalization rate of the asset and thus an indication of changes in the

real rate of return.

It is assumed in this section that the value of an asset is

detenrned by capitalizing gross of tax permanent income by a gross of

tax discount rate. A change in tax rates should only alter the valuation

of an asset if it changes relative yields amnng assets. While we have
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some data on ex-pst effective tax rates, it would be extremely

difficult to measure the ex-ante effect of tax changes on relative

yields, and such effects are likely to be swanpted by other factors

changing relative yields (changes in risk premia and changes in the term

structure of interest rates, for example) .

I have split the MPS aggregate net worth series into two components -

stock market and non-stock wealth. The determinaticn of permanent income

from each type of asset will be discussed in turn.

Stock Market Wealth.

The value of stock is determined by expected profits (net of

corporate tax) and a real rate of return (or capitalization factor)

apprcpriate to stock. It is assumed that expected profits are affected

differently, in the short run, whether or not a change in profits is

in the form of dividends or corporate savings. Since corporations are

usually reluctant to cut dividends, it is often maintained (e.g. by

Modigliani-filler (31)) that an increase in profits in the form of

dividends has a greater effect on expected profits than an increase in

corporate savings. The idea is that investors form a notion of permanent

profits by multiplying current dividends by a measure of the permanent

profits to dividend ratio, which I take as an average of recent profits

to an average of recent dividends. Hence an increase in dividends, even

unaccoopanied by an increase in profits, will have a sharp effect cn

pennarent profits (even though it will depress the permanent profit-to-

dividend ratio). An increase in profits not ac-'aipanied by an increase

in dividends will have only a slight effect on permanent profits, since
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it will rrerely raise the permanent profits-to-dividends ratio slightly.

To capture this effect I assume that the expectation of the log of

profits is the sum of two distributed lags; one on current and past

values of the log of profits, and the other on the current and past

values of the log of dividends.

Hence the equation to be estimated is of the form

(4-5) Sm a4 P + E a D.+ ln r + e
0 i.L-1 j0  i

where S is the log of real per capita stock market wealth, D is the log

of real per capita dividends, and P is the log of real per capita profits.

There are two serious questions connected with estimating (4-5);

that of determining the appropriate real rate of return to use for the

capitalization rate and that of measuring profits.

The main problem connected with measuring the real rate of return is

of course measuring the expected rate of inflation. Trying to estimate

the expected rate of inflation directly in (4-5) along with the rest of

the coefficients would involve corplex non-linear estimation. To avoid

this coplication I have used a separate measure of the real rate of

return frcm the stock market. I have used the weights on the Aaa bond

rate and the rate of inflation of the iplicit consunption deflator in the

January 1975 (30) ard the current MPS model's equation for the dividend

yield (I have also included the other coefficients in the MPS equation

in the real return expression - a constant which changes value after

1967 (when inflationary expectations are assumed to start) and a pair of

terms which measure the effect of uncertainty (as defined by the variance
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of the unezrployment rate) upon the stock market, which chiefly serve to

capture the differential rate of return that equity has relative to bonds),

which is essentially an equation explaining the ratio of profits to

equity value. The MPS equation has a 4 quarter lag on the bond yield and

a 15 quarter lag an the rate of inflation. The sum of the coefficients

on the naninal interest rate is 1, and the sum oil those on the rate of

inflation is -. 997; almost -1.

It should be rentioned that the choice of a capitalization rate (for

example, feeding back the error in the MPS equation via an estimated

coefficient of serial correlation) does not lead to a great changp in the

estimated lag weights on profits and dividends.

It has been menticred in previous chapters that the cyclical element

in profits creates great prcblem in estimating the MPC out of corporate

savings. A similar problem arises in estimating pennanent profits for

determining wealth. Profits are a strongly cyclical variable, and there

will tend to be a dowrward bias in estimating their permanent conponent

without soe adjustment being made. A sinp adjustment was made to

correct for this problem. Current corporate profits (dividends plus un-

distributed corporate profits plus inventory valuation and capital

ccnsunpticn adjustments) was weighted by a crude measure of the cycle.

The measure of the cycle was the ratio of the current unemploynent rate

to the mean of the current and previous 11 quarters' rates. This

measure has the desirable property that it increases when the unenplqynent

rate increases (presumably when transitory profits are negative).

There are saue additicnal properties we wish the lag weights on
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dividends and profits to have. By the Modigliani-4iller Theoren we do

not expect an increase in dividends, without a subsequent increase in

profits, to have a sustained effect on expected profits. Hciever, we may

expect that an increase in dividends will have a greater short-run effect

cn profit expectations than an increase in corporate saving. We there-

fore expect to find in equation 5 that U, = 0 but not each 0 to be

zero; in particular, the initial coefficients should be considerably

greater than zero.

On the same basis we expect that an x% increase in profits will

ultimately lead to an x% increase in the valuation of stock (given the

capitalization rate). Hence we expect EN =.

The equation was estimated by the iterated Cochrane-Orcutt technique

for the period 1955IV-1972:IV. The expectation of the log of profits was

assumed to be formed by an unconstrained eight quarter second degree

polynoial distributed lag on current and past profits, each value being

multiplied by the cyclical indicator. The expectation of the log of

dividends was formed by a similar five quarter lag. Som experimentation

with different lag lengths confirmed the notion that the distributed lag

to form anticipated profits should be longer than that for the smoother

dividend series. Constant term proved to be small and insignificant

when included and were omitted. It was found that the three constraints

that Zis 0, a = 1 and that the coefficient on the real return is

-1 could be accepted at a 99% confidence level by a likelihood ratio test.

The results of the stock market equation (Table 4-i) are quite

good. The lag structure on dividends squares quite well with the
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Table 4-I

Stock Market Wealth, 1955:IV-1972:IV

log STK = - log RTN +
7

0

a = .1552
a0  =(.0287)

a = .1452
1 (.0243)

a = .1358
a2 =(.0200)

a3

a

b
i

4
log P + E b

-1 0

= 1.0734
(.2143)

log DIV-i + .707p_
(.0855) ~-

DW =1.4142

SE = .0452

SSR = .1307
b = .2021

(.1650)

b
2

b
3

= .1271
(.0143)

4 = . 1193
a4 =(.0082)

a5

= -. 3346
(.1478)

= - .5367
(.1071)

= -.4042
(.2100)

.1121
(.0123)

a = .1057
a6 =(.0270)

a
7

Eb =0

.0996
(.0467)

S a al 1

5TK = Stock Market Wealth

RN = Real Rate of Ibturn Fran MPS Model

P = Cycle Adjusted Profits

= Dividends-DIV
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informational content hypothesis, with the large initial coefficient

(1.1) being offset by the later negative terms. The impact elasticity of

wealth with respect to dividends being estimated as greater than one is

Out of line with the informational content hypothesis, which suggests

one as an somewhat upper bound. The profits lag has a smaller leading

coefficient (.16) than dividends, but all terms are consistently positive

and significant. The estimated coefficient of serial correlation is not

especially high and indicates that the RUS variables are explaining a

great deal of the variance in the stock market term - the close fit is

not just due to the serially correlated error. Since the equation is in

log linear form the estimated standard error gives the mean percent error

in the equation, which is slightly less than 5%, which, once again, does

not seem too great for such a noisy variable as the stock market. The

inplied measure of permanent corporate income is a weighted geometric

average of profits and dividends. It increases sharply in the short run

when the corporate saving ratio falls, but after two years this effect

disappears. Thus if permanent corporate income does positively affect

ccnsunption we will find that there will be a decline in consumption in

the short run if dividends fall.

Regressing stock market value on the real return and profits amounts

to accepting the notion that the MPS coefficients adequately explain the

stock market capitalization rate. This was done, and the equation

presented here proved to be a considerable inprovement on that

specificaticn. One nw wish then to consider 4-I as an improvement on

the VPS equation which recognizes that the current ratio of profits to
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dividends is not the perfenent one.

Since the cyclical variable in multiplying profits and we are

estirating a log linear specification we may separate the cyclical

variable from profits in the regression to test whether or not their

coefficients differ. This was done and it was found that the hypothesis

that profits and the cyclical variable have a different lag structure

could be rejected at a 99% confidence level.

In conclusion, we make the following observations about the

stock market equation:

(1) The lag coefficients assert that a 1% increase in the dividend

payout ratio, will, in the quarter it occurs, lead to roughly

a 1% increase in permanent income from stock, and assuming

that the capitalization rate is unchanged, a 1% increase in

the aggregate value of stock.

(2) Inflation only affects stock values insofar as it affects the

real rate of return, the level of profits, and the payout

ratio. Efforts to find an independent inflation effect on the

market by adding the current nominal interest rate as a

variable proved unsuccessful.

(3) Not surprisingly the equation had the most trouble tracking

sharp market movements, such as the bull markets of 1961, early

1971, and 1972 and the market breaks of 1962 and 1970. The

errors during these periods amounted to 10% or more of market

value.
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Non-Stock Marlet Wealth

The sane basic procedure was used for estimating the permanent

income fran non-stock market as from stock market wealth. Hcoever, many

of these assets (which include housing, land, durables, and fixed nominal

value financial assets) consist of goods and financial claims which are

traded on very imperfect markets, if at all. This may irrply that an

increase in the productivity of capital in this sector will not lead to

any change in the (posted) valuation of these assets because of the

thinness of markets, high transaction costs, and similar phenomena.

Changes in the real rate of return may then have had little effect on

posted valuation unless they were of substantial magnitude, which seems

doubtful for the post-War U.S. On the other hand, changes in the nominal

interest rate will effect the income from fixed nominal claims and will

effect the value of newly issued bonds.

The income from these assets consists of the NIA series on

dividends, rents, personal interest income and pioprietor's income. To

this is added the imputed interest from durables and subtracted is the

interest paid by consumers, the TPS definition of dividends, and the

inputed labor inccoe of proprietors (which is estimated by applying the

average wage in an industry to the hours worked by proprietors).

A simple regression of the log of non-stock wealth on an 18 quarter

second degree polynomial distributed lag on current and past income from

these assets and various lags on the Aaa bond yield led to disappointing
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results. The sum of the lag coefficients on the property income terms

was only .676 - far less than the hypothesized one.

These results indicated that a different specification was needed.

The specification just discussed assumes that our estimate of the inputed

labor income of proprietors is a good approximation of what needs to be

subtracted from total income to estimate what is capitalized in valuating

assets. This may be too strong an assunption. Inspection showed that the

estimated labor income of proprietors grew more slowly than the property

income from non-stock wealth. This suggests that we may be overestimat-

ing inputed labor income and that same portion of this income should be

treated as a return from capital (we may perhaps think of this fraction

as capitalized goodwill).

After same experimentation (by scanning over various fractions of

the inputed labor income series) it was found that adding one-fourth of

the inputed labor income of proprietors to the property inccve series

gave an estimate of property income which satisfied the constraint of a

unitary long run elasticity of wealth with respect to income from wealth.

The estimated equation was of the form

9
(4-6) log NS =1 a log ( PY + .25LY) +S log R + E

0i -i 01

The wealth variable is beginning of quarter wealth - as contrasted
with the average value used in the stock market equation. It may be
argued that it is inprcper to include within quarter incoue and interest
rates in the regressicn. However, it seems reasonable to me that the actual
incume from these assets and the interest rate are largely foreseen,
and are reasonable proxies for the start of quarter forecasts.
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where

NS = per capita real stock market wealth

R = Aaa bond rate

PY = per capita real income from non-stock market wealth

LY = per capita real inputed labor income of proprietors.

The coefficients on the -nominal interest rate were estimated to lie

on a 10 quarter unconstrained second degree polynomial. The lag structure

on prcperty income is assumed to follow an 18 quarter second degree

polynomial, with no end ccnstraints and the sum of the lag coefficients

constrained to equal one (this constraint could be accepted at a 99%

confidence level. Although the later lag coefficients proved

insignificant, they were significant in the unconstrained case.

The results of the equation (Table 4-Il) are moderately good. The estimated

coefficient of serial correlation is quite higt, but even when this is

taken into account the standard error of the regression is only about 1%

of the mean of the OS variable. The coefficients on the interest rate

teni sum to -. 162 with the lag decaying smoothly to zero.

The low interest elasticity nay be justified by assuming that

tangible assets have a constant real return, hence changes in the

ncmInal rate only affect the value of the money fixed assets (other than

money) in non-stock wealth. Ihese assets have averaged approximately

30% of the value of non-stock wealth (including durables). Hence the

interest elasticity of .165, while low, is not totally out of line with

the fraction of wealth held in these financial assets (i.e , assuming a

constant real rate on tangibles, a 1% increase in the nominal interest I
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Table 4-Ii

Non-Stock Wealth, 1955:IV-1972:IV

9
+ S a, log R
1=o - 1=0

b log (PY + .25LYP) 1i -i
+ .911 i
(.0499)t-

a = - .0297
0 (.00933)

a = -. 0271
(.00586)

a = -. 0243
2 (.00436)

a = - .0214
(.00450)

a = -. 0183
(.0049)

5
-. 0151
(.00483)

a = -. 0118
6 (.004261)

a = - .00832
(.00391)

a = - .00471
8 (.00535)

a = - .000957
9 (.00888)

9
1:

1=0
a
I

b = .0105
i (.0186)

b = .0274
1 (.0167)

b = .0421
2 (.0175)

b = .0546
3 (.0205)

b = .0650
4 (.0247)

b = .0731
5 (.0294)

b = .0791
6 (.0343)

7
.0831

(.0393)

8= .0846
(.0443)

17
S b,

1=0 :

b
9

= .0842
(.0493)

b .0815
10 (.0542)

b = .0767
11 (.0590)

b = .0698
12 (.0639)

b = .0606
13 (.0687)

b = .0492
14 (.0735)

b = .0357
15 (.0783)

b = .0200
16 (.0832)

b = .0028
17 (.0882)

SE = .00409

SSR .001035

DAd = 1.2863

= 1.0

= - .162
(.0196)

N'

F

IS = Nn-Stock Wealth

R = AAA Bcnd Yield

'Y Income Fran Nan-Stock Wealth

LYP Labor Incone of Prcprietors

log NS= 2.736
(.0570)
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rate will effect only 30% of the assets, so .30 is an upper bound on the

interest elasticity). The distributed lag on the interest rate can be

justified by noting that the face value of corporate bonds depends upon

the coupon rate at tine of issue, which for older bonds will be related

to the yields at that time. Also the yields on other financial assets -

savings accounts, for exanple - have tended to lag behind the bond yield

because of regulatory constraints.

It should also be noted that the wealth series does not include the

loss in value of older bonds as the result of higber interest rates. The

income series does not include the capital losses of the fixed value

claim due to inflation. To this extent it exaggerrates the income from

non-stock assets. At the same time the profits series estimated for

corporate stock does not include the capital gains to equity owners from

the loss in value of the fixed claims, and so the profits series is

understated. To estimate these losses (which will effect the return from

no mre than 30% of non-stock wealth) we would need to deconpose the non-

stock wealth series into tangibles and financial assets., and estimate

the expected capital loss by calculating an expected inflation rate

(which would also have to be used in calvilating a real rate of return

to capitalize the modified income series). The consequences of ignoring

these losses will be mentioned below in connection with the estimation

of the ccnsurption function.

The lag on property inccme is quite long, and follows an inverted U

shape, with a peak occuring at 8 to 9 quarters. This long lag is

prcbably the result of including housing and unincorporated businesses

If
p

K
K1

I

of

1114

I
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(including farms) in the portfolio. The value of these assets are

likely to be quite inelastic to current fluctuations in their (noisy)
*

incomies.

Attenpts were made to detect real interest rate effects by using

the same real return that was used in the stock market equation, but

proved unsuccessful.

The two wealth equations were projected through the end of 1976.

'Te non-stock market equation projected with relatively little error,

although it overpredicted by 100 billion dollars (about 3% of its

value) at the start of 1976. Te stock market equation was subject to

considerably more error. This is not surprising; fran early 1973 to the

middle of 1974 the stock market lost one half of its nominal value and by

early 1976 had gained it all back again, which was by far the most

violent fluctuation in the post Korean period. The estimated stock

market series (which had understated the extent of the 1972 bull market

by sae 10%) declined substantially less than the actual series

(correcting for the error in 1972:IV by the estimated coefficient of

serial correlation reduces the error in 1973 at the peak of the bull

market but in raising the estimates misses the market trough in the

middle of 1974 by an even greater margin than the raw forecast). The

estimate rises substantially more than the true series after the middle

of 1975, ultimately overstating stock market wealth by some 500 billion

*
Durables probably should be included in with the other real assets in

causing a long lag, but I have followed the NEPS procedure of defining
the nominal incame fram durables by the Aaa yield times the nomdnal
stock, which precludes any lag.
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dollars (about 50%) of value in 1976. Part of this problem is the

fact that we are projecting quite a few years into the future frn the

end of estimation in 1972. A substantial part of the error is due to

the nature of the distributed lag on the inflation rate. Most of the

weight of the lag is on quarters 6 through 12. Hence from the middle of

1975 through the middle of 1976 a great deal of weight is given to the

abnormal inflation of 1974, hich depressed estimates of the real

interest rate in this period and so inflated estimates of stock market

wealth. Clearly a better measure of the real return will give a better

projectin tof stock market behavior.

Estimation of the Consu tion Function

We are now in position to begin to consider the use of the estimates

of permanent property incore inplied by our wealth equations in the con-

sunption functicn. Recalling equation (3-11), we have

C =AYL + B r W + B W
t t 1 t t-l 0 t-16

We use our estimates of permanent incare fran each component of wealth to

estimate r W . We can do this one of two ways. Either we estimate
t t-1

permanent incare by the lag weights on each camponent of property income

(which will amount to a geometric lag an current and past income values)

or we nultiply actual wealth by the estimate of the capitalization rate

in each category - which is equivalent to multip Lying the geometric lag

on income by e raised to the power of the quarter's error in the wealth

equation. 2e first procedure has the advantage of giving fixed weights

on inccme (the weights are not scaled by the error in every period)

I

I
di

L;~wVt
I~LL
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p
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while the second method has the advantage of yielding estimates of

permanent property incame that are more hignly correlated with wealth.

Both procedures will be discussed in conection with the consumption

function estimation.

The ccnsurmtion function to be used in this chapter is considerably

different in detail (other than the differential treatment of property

incame) than that used previAcsly.

(1) Taxes are treated quite differently than in previous chapters.

Previously I have followed the customary practice of estimating

permanent income by a distributed lag on after tax income .

However, more careful consideration shows the extreme

assumptions necessary for this specification. The traditional

specification inplicitly assumes that an estimate of permanent

taxes is formed by taking a distributed lag ca past taxes, with

the weigts equal and cpposIte to those on gross income. A

mcxent's reflection should convince the reader that this pro-

cedure is inadequate to analyze consumer behavior to tax

changes. In the case of a tax cut assumed to be permanent

(.., 1964) there will be only a small fall in the permanent

tax liability in the initial quarters. We are then assuming

that the higher tax rates of the past are restricting

consunption after the enaction of a permanent tax cut. A more

appealing way to analyze the effect of tax changes an consunmp-

2Ie following discussion is largely taken from Modigliani-Steindel
(38).
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tion is to recogize that the permanent carponent of taxes

should be proporticnal to incorme. Hence to measure permanent

after tax incczre we sinply multiply a lag on gross of tax

incae (constructed to approximate permanent gross of tax

income) by 1 minus an estimate of the "permanent" tax rate.

This procedure ties in quite well with our method for estimat-

ing permanent prcperty inccne, since we merely multiply the

already estimated lags on gross income by 1 minus the perrnnent

tax rate. The permanent tax rate on a carponent of income is

considered the average of the current and past quarter's

liability divided by gross income. This technique smooths the

occasicnal abrupt changes in tax rates fram year to year,

which, because of the assumption that ratez .Le applicable for

a calendar year, have been assured to occur in the first quarter.

This procedure has worked quite well in analyzing the response

of consumers to the tax changes of the last 15 years (the 1964

tax cut, which was permanent, and the 1968 surcharge and 1975

rebate, which were not). It has been found that the data on

cnsuzer expenditures squares well with this theory, which

predicts extremely rapid consuner response to the '64 cut and

slower respcnse to the later measures (Modigliani-Steindel

(38)).

Our estimate of the permanent tax rate is the current rate.

The '68 surcharge period (1968:IV -1970:11) is included in our

sanple period. It is not clear what the "pemanent" tax rate
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was in that period. In order to avoid ary arbitrary

inputations, and to avoid having these inputations

contaminate our estimates, we siply included a dumj variable

for the surcharge period.

(2) It is doubtful that transfer payments should be lumped together

with the rest of labor income. These payents are concentrated

amng groups whose income is below their lifetine norm.

Accordingly we should expect the NPC's out of these payments to

be higher than those for factor payments. Within transfers

there should also be a distinction between social security

payments and other transfers. There should be a high propensity

to consume out of these payments by the beneficiaries, for the

reason just gtven. There should also be a reduction in saving

(and hence an increase in consuption) among non-beneficiaries

when payments are increased, since increased payments to the

retired of today can inpLy increased payments to the retired of
*

tomorrow. Hence the MPC out of social security payments is not

necessarily the same as that of the rest of transfers.

However, other investigators (Taylor, (48), Juster and

Taylor (24)), have found very high coefficients on transfer

income in changes in saving equations, which inplies very low

estimates of the prcpensity to consume out of these payments.

Note that this mechanism is not the sometimes advanced hypothesis that
increased contributions for social insurance will stimulate consuption
(Taylor (48)). I find it more reasonable to assume that these
contributions are taxes on labor income.
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It is ny belief that these results are artifacts of data

definition. It is an example of identifying a change in a

coponent of income as a permanent change. On at least three

occasions (the third quarter of 1965 and the second quarters of

1970 and 1971) the Federal Government increased social

security payments and made the new levels retroactive to the

first of the year. Hence the National Income Accounts record

very large increases in these benefits in those quarters . One

would expect that most of these windfalls would be saved, and

indeed, large increases in personal saving are recorded in

these quarters. It is then not surprising that such high

coefficients on the change in transfers is found in changes in

saving equations. I deal with this problem by separating the

windfall payments from the rest of Social Security payments.

'e windfall payments are defined as the change in real per

capita social security benefits in the quarters mentioned above.

We would expect the coefficient on this variable to be very

small in the consumption function.

(3) The positive coefficients found on the unemployment rate in the

use consumption equations in Chapter 2 and the effect of the

cyclical variable in the stock market equation alerts us to the

inportance of cyclical factors in explaining consumption,

especially when we are seeking to find the effect of corporate

savins . The traditional specifications of the consumption

function assume that the consuption of the unemployed is
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given by spending out of transfer income and wealth. However,

this spending may not explain all the consumption of the

unemployed (many do not receive unemployment benefits;

measured propensitities to consume out of wealth are probably

inadequate to explain the consumption of the unemployed, who

probably have few assets).

The income expectations and hence the ccnsunptian of the un-

eployed should be related to general wage levels. Accordingly

an attempt was made to capture this effect (along the lines

suggested by Ando and Modigliani (1), and currently used in the

latest (1977) version of the MPS model) by adding as a measure

of the income expectation of the unemployed the nunber of

unemployed times average labor income (net of tax labor income

divided by the nunber of enployed).

(4) Wealth is separated into non-stock market wealth and the rest

(which is stock market wealth and the small residual in the

MPS net worth identity). The effect of stock market (actually

non-nan-stock) wealth on consumption is assumed to be described

*
by a short (5 quarter) lag on current aid past values. The

justification for the lag is that there are costs involved in

adjusting consumption to windfall increments in wealth so some

The stock market series used in the wealth variable in the consunption
function is the average of the past and current quarter's ncminal
aggregate value - in order to approximate beginning of quarter figures.
Accordingly the calculated permanent income from stock was adjusted the
same way.
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lag may ensue between a change in stock market wealth (where,

presumably, most windfall changes in wealth occur) and changes

in consunption. Cortrary to the procedure in the NIPS model,

the effects of the two forims of wealth are not constrained to

be equal since when unconstrained the coefficients, as will be

seen below, were found to be quite unequal. A justification

for this inequality, with stock martet wealth having the lower

coefficient, is the observation that holders of stock may be

heavily concentrated among consumers who have an interest in

leaving an estate - in effect they have a "longer life

expectancy" than other consumers and so have a lower MPC from

waalth. The same argument obviously will apply to institutional

holders of stock (e .g. - pension funds) who presumably have

longer horizons than individuals.

With these alterations in mind we may procede to the estimation of

the consurpticn function. All variables (except the dummy for the sur-

charge period) were divided by current after tax labor income in order to

reduce heteroskedacity, and all variables are in per capita 1972 dollars .

Table 4-III presents the results of six regressions comparing the two

specifications of permanent property incame. Equations 1 and 2 repeat

equations 3-III-4 and 3-111-7 with the new specification (and with 1/4

of the inputed labor income of proprietors taken from labor income and

added to Pl). Equations 3 and 4 are the same specifications as the first

two with the previously conputed (frn the lags on inccve in 4-I and

4-I) values of permanent property income from each fom of wealth used,
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while equations 5 and 6 use the "r W1" method of calculating permanent
t t-1

*
property income.

Corparing 1 and 2 to 3-111-4 and 3-111-7 we irmediately see the

advantages of the new specification, even independently of the differing

treatment of property income. The standard errors of these quations are

approximately 1/2 of 1% of ccmnsuption, which is virtually the same as

the standard error relative to the mean of the LHS variable of the

Chapter 3 equations, but the considerably lower estimates of serial

correlation (.854 for 1 vs. .951 for 3-111-4 and .186 for 2 vs. .717 for

3-111-7) indicates that the new specification succeeds in explaining more

of the raw error of consumption.

The dm variable was positive and more than twice its standard

error in every case, indicating that part of the '68 surcharge was paid

out of savings. The value is roughly 50% of the surcharge, which agrees

with the estirrates of Okun (41) and Modigliani-Steindel (38)).

The behavior of the non-Social Security transfers (from now an to

be referred to as just transfers) and the unemployment terms warrants

sane explanation. The unemployment term's coefficient is quite high in

The permanent prcperty income terms are normalized to have the same
means as the actual income from the assets.

But not the conclusions of Springer, (45) whose results indicate that

the surcharge bad virtually no effect an consuption. The works just
cited refer to consumer expenditures, not use consunption. Soe of the
reduced saving just mentioned could have come from reduced durable
expenditures.
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the specification without wealth and the transfer coefficient is

unbelievably low (actually negative) while the reverse is tre for the

equation with wealth. A possible rationale is that these terms are both

attenpting to explain the consunption of the unerployed. The uneployment

term was found to be negatively correlated with wealth, and so picks up

some of the wealth effect in 1 and reduces the transfer effect. In

equation 2 the unenployment term is "robbed" by the presence of wealth

and the transfer coefficient rises.

The Social Security term is positive. It is as strong as or

stronger than current labor income in all cases, but it is perhaps

disappointing that it is less than unity. The Social Security windfall

variable is sligitly (but quite insignificantly) negative, which is

undesirable, but at least it indicates that little of these windfalls

were spent initially, as was hypothesized.

There is a strug difference between the wealth terms, with the

non-stock market conpcnent having som 4 tines the effect of stock

market wealth.

he same observations on the labor and property income terms that

were made in Chapter 3 apply here. The wealth terms tend largely to

reduce the labor coefficients (ftom a total effect of 1.020 in the

equation without wealth to .532 in the equation with) and raising the

lagged Pl variables. The corporate saving terms are still negative, but

not significantly so. The estimated coefficient of serial correlation

is insignificant and small with wealth included .

Turning now to the equations with the new treatments of property
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income (4-111-3 through 4-111-6) we see that the comnents on the dummy

variable and unenployrrent and transfer terns made about 1 and 2

generally apply. One exception is the stronger effect of the unemploy-

went rate term in the equations with wealth (4 and 6). This is

presumably due to the oaission of a separate corporate saving term frm

4 and 6. The corporate saving term in 1 and 2 probably picks up sone

of the cyclical effect of the unenployment term. Since the uneirployment

term is stronger, the transfer term is weaker (at least in 3 and 5

capared to 2-1 - in 4 and 6 it is a little weakerthan in 2, but the

difference is trivial).

The chief contrast between the old and new treatments of property

inecre lies in the behavior of the property income terms. In the

"lagged inccue" equations (3 and 4) the coefficient on non-corporate

income falls from .900 to .860 when wealth is added, and that on

corporate incame frm .651 to an insignficant .09. The discrepancy

between the NPC's out of the two forms of wealth is also considerably

less than in 2. In the 'rW' approach equations (5 and 6) the fall in

the property incame coefficients when wealth is added, at least for the

non-corporate part, is even more pronounced (1.058 to .684 for non-

corporate income; .518 to .128 for corporate incme). In this approach

the income terms are rore highly correlated with wealth than in the

lagged inccve approach, and so the coefficients on property incare in

the equation with wealth (which are estimated with surprisingly low

standard errors) are ever, better indicators that the coefficients an

property income are measures of the effect of the rate of return on the
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Table 4-III

Permanent Property Incare Effects On Consumption, 1955 IV - 1972'IV
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Table 4-III

(continued)
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TABLE 4-III
(continued)
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TABLE 1-III

(continued)

De finitions of New Variables

LYG = Labor Incorr (Less .25 LYP)

1= Tax Rate On LYG
L

D = Dunry for Surcharge Period

U = Nunber of Unenployed/Number of Ekployed

SS = Ncn-Windfall Social Security Payments

DSS = Windfall Social Security Payments

TR Ncn-Social Security Transfers

FYG Non-Corporate Saving Prperty Income (Plus .25 LYP)

= Tax Rate cn PYG

NCY = Permanent Inccue Fran Non-Stock Wealth

NCY = Permanent Incore From Non-Stock Wealth

= Tax Rate on CurTent Income from Non-Stock Wealth (Plus .25 LYP

CL = Permanent Income Fran Stock

CY'* = Permanent Income From Stock

- Tax Rate on Current Income from Stock Wealth
C

Approach using lag; on income frm Tables 4-i and 4-II

Approach using capitali:!ation rates from 4-I and 4-I multiplied by
wealth.
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MPC out of wealth. The point estimate on property income in 5 and 6

are similar to those of 3 and 4, especially when the fairly large

error on the coefficients on non-corporate incame in 3 and 4 is taken

into account.

We should also notice that the permanent coefficients on labor

incame and wealth in equations 3 and 5 are nearly equal, which is

greatly at variance with the two-class theory of consuption as

exenplified by the 'P2' equations of Chapter 3. The reason for these

large property income coefficients in equations without wealth is that

the property income tenis should pick up the effect of wealth. The

sequence of models presented has shown the increasing ability of the

more sophisticated models of permanent property income to pick up the

effect of wealth in consumption functions without wealth. We started

from coefficients on P2 (total property income) of .05 and .07 in the

equations with no lag and a simple distributed lag (3-11-1 and 3-111-2).

We then observed the high coefficient of the non-corporate saving

corponent of property income (1.1 in 3-11-4 , .72 in 3-111-4, and .62

in 4-111-1). Finally we estimated very high coefficients out of all

coiponents of property income using the notion of wealth as capitalized

permanent property income to generate our estimates of permanent

property income (coefficients in 4-111-3 and 4-111-5 of approximately

1 for non-corporate incare and .5 - .6 for corporate income).

Also to be noticed is that the fits of 3 and 5 are superior to 1,

while 4 and 6 are inferior to 2. Thus the new procedures for estimating

permanent property inccme are superior to the traditional one in proxying
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for wealth, but when wealth is added the traditional approach estimated

better. In any event the discrepancies in errors of estimation are

relatively small, and the errors of forecast for the two approaches

should be compared (Table 4-IV, below).

For non-stock market wealth the estimated MPC's out of wealth and

permanent property inccue in equations 3 through 7 are not at all

inconsistent with the hypothesis that these assets are held by utility

maximizing consumers with a zero elasticity of substitution (see the

range of values in Table 3-I for individual consumers and recall that the

aggregate coefficients would be somewhere in the middle), especially in

equations 5 and 6 ,the ones with the "'W" formulation of permanent

property income, but also in 3 and 4. For stock market wealth the

standard errors of the wealth and income coefficients are high, so in

this sense the results do not eliminate a zero elasticity as a possibility.

However, the fact that the point estimate for stock market wealth is

smaller than non-stock wealth implies these assets being held by younger

consumers than non-stock wealth, while the fact that the coefficient on

stock market income is less than non-stock income implies an older

consuner. It seen more reasonable to assert that the coefficients

estimated in 4 and 6 support the hypothesis that stock market assets are

concentrated more heavily among people and institutions with strong

estate motives. The estate mtive is consistent with the low MPC out of

stock market wealth and an investor with such a motivation may have a

high elasticity of substitution between current and future consuption

(and hence a low MPC out of property incte) since he is laying such
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an ephasis (by building an estate) on consuption far in the future.

In order to see if we are neglecting seriously any capital loss

effects on consumption an estimate of the expected capital loss on

fixed valte assets (given by multiplying non-stock wealth by a distribut-

ed lag an the inflation rate) was added to equations 4 and 6. No

significant coefficient could be detected. It seems reasonable that the

proper place to attenpt to detect such an effect would be the wealth

equations, since we would then directly measure the effect of such

losses on corporate and non-corporate property income.

Equations 111-2 and 111-4 were projected forward through the third

quarter of 1976, and the results of the projections are presented below,

in Table 4-IV. Before discussing them it must be mentioned that the tax

rebate of the second quarter of 1975 has been ignored in the computation

of tax liabilities. Hence a fraction of any underprediction from the

second quarter of 1975 on should be laid to this account. It should also

be noted that the information needed to split tax liabilities between

labor and capital is increasingly fragmentary after 1973. Estimates

ignoring the errors in 1972:IV have been caiputed. No meaningful

difference would be made in the predictions if these errors were added

back.

* 4-111-2 overestimated consumption by 7.7 billion dollars in 72: IV but

the estimate of the coefficient of serial correlation is so low that
adding back this error will not greatly alter any of the projections.
4-111-4 overestimated consumption by 2.5 billion dollars in 72:IV.
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Table 4-IV

Errors of Forecast of 4-111-2 And 4-111-4, 1973:1 - 1976:111

Error (Actual - Predicted)

Quarter 4-111-2 4-mII-4

1973: I -10.4 -1.2

II -14.6 -2.5

III -12.7 6.1

IV -18.8 -4.1

1974: I -14.1 .8

II -10.0 4.2

III - 8.9 7.2

IV - 8.8 4.4

1975: I - 4.6 5.3

II .8 9.5

III - 3.8 3.7

IV - 7.6 1.5

1976: I - 8.1 2.4

II -10.9 1.6

III -12.3 -2.0

lE1.8 4.5

Could this error irply that the brief price freeze of that quarter
stimulated consumption?
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Tt can easily be seen that there is a fundarrental ifference in

the proJections. Equation 2 consistently and sametimes greatly over-

estimates consuption. Only in 1975:II and III, when the estimates are

probably depressed by neglecting the rebate, is the error of prediction

within the standard error of estimation. It is not clear why such

extreme overprediction occurs. One suspect may be the extremely high

coefficient on non-stock market wealth. The estimated coefficient is

possibly so high because it is picking up soe of the effect of

permanent property income that the distributed lags on property income

do not. When projected through 1976, through a period that non-stock

market wealth is growing considerably faster than stock the estimate of

consunption is thus increased. On the other hand equation 4 projects

extermely well. There is sorm L erestimation of consumption in

1974 and 1975, possibly due to relatively heavy weight given to the

stock market conponent of wealth, but the errors are fairly small. 'The

largest error is in 1975:11, the rebate quarter, and certainly some of

that error should be attributed to the rebate. Tne size of the error

in '75:11 is such as to suggest that 37% of the rebate (which amounted

to 25.6 billicn 1972 dollars at annual rates) was spent in that quarter,

if all the er"or is to be attributed to it. This is somewhat higher

than the est; tes made by Modigliani and Steindel (38),which however,
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referred to consumer expenditures, rather than use consumption. The

moderately large error in 1975:1 suggests that we may be underestimating

consurption in 1975 for reasons unrelated to the rebate.

The root means squared error of projection for equation 2 is 10.8

billion dollars, which is considerably greater than the error of

estimate. The FeSE of projection for 4 is 4.5 billion which is com-

parable with the equation's standard error of fit (about 1/2 of 1 per'-

cent of consumption). Clearly the structure of 4 is more stable than

that of 2, indicating that the new method of inputing permanent property

income provides a more reliable way to analyze consumption.

The current after tax value of dividends was added to equations

111-3 through 111-6 to see if we are picking W all of the effect of

The MPS model's equation for durables overestimates durable
expenditures in 1975:11, even neglecting the rebate, suggesting that
little if any (the point estimate is negative) of the rebate was spent
on durables (the MPS projections and descriptions of the new version
of the model's consunption sector equations are courtesy of Jared
Enzler of the Research Division of the Board of Govenors).

Equation 6's RME of projection was 7.4 billion dollars, slightly
worse than 4's but better than 2's. None of the non-wealth equations
(1, 3, and 5) projected with any accuracy after 1973. All greatly
underestimated consunpticn. The traditional equation (1) underestimated
somewhat less than the others, but the RMSE of forecast was consider-
ably greater than its standard error.

The consumption function in the current version of the MPS model
has a RMSE of 6.0 billion dollars for the sane period (neglecting the
rebate). This equation, estimated through 1976, overestimates in 1973
and 1974 but unlike 111-2 underestimates in 1975 and 1976. This
equation, like those in previous versions of the model (see (30), (36)),
essentially explains consuption by disposable personal income and
wealth.
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dividends on consunption in the permanent corporate inccme terms. The

coefficients on dividends were on the order of .8 to 1 in all of the

equations, with t-ratios sonewhat greater than one. This is some

evidence against the no long-run trade-off hypothesis. Hcever,

likelihood ratio tests showed that we could reject the hypothesis of a

non-zero dividend effect at a 99% confidence level in all four cases,

which indicates that the dividend coefficient may be large only because

of collinearity with other terms (its introduction does lower the stock

and permanent corporate income coefficients). When 111-4 and 111-6

with the dividend terms were projected forward the WS3E's of projection

were about the same as III-4's. The projection with dividends added to

111-4 tended to overestimate heavily (as much as 9.7 billion dollars)

in 1976, which may indicate some instability in the formulation. The

projection with dividends added to I-6 did not have this tendency,

but there may be some errors in the variables due to errors in the

couputed capitalization rates. 111-6 predicted consumption valuer

averaging 5 billion less than 111-4 in 1976, suggesting the magnitude

of this error. If this anniunt is added to the forecasts of 111-6 with

dividends added the error in late 1976 will be sinillar to 111-4 with

dividends. Hcwever, barring superior wealth equations, we cannot

definitively say that III-4 without a separate dividends term is a

superior specification to iii-6 with one.

Equation 4 alows us to finally get a handle on the question of

the effect of changes in corporate saving on persnal saving and

cansurqptin. Since permancnt income frvm stock is a geometric lag on
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profits and dividends, the exact value of the trade-off depends on

the initIal ccnditions specified. Let us then for convenience assume

that corporate profits after corporate taxes with inventory valuation

and capital consumption adjustments amount to some 50 billion 1972

dollars, of which 30 billion are dividends. These figures roughly

approximate current values. Let us further assume that there is no

personal tax on corporate saving (which has been assumed in the

estimtion of the consumption function) and that the marginal personal

tax on dividends is 30%. Then the marginal personal tax an incare

from stock is 18% (30 x 3/5).

Suppose dividends increase by 10% (3 billion dollars) and stay at

the new high level. Then the following table indicates the increases

in anticipated corporate income (at annual rates)

QUARTER INCIEASE

0 5.4

1 6.4

2 4.7

3 2.0

4 0

Column two was derived from the coefficients on the log of dividends

in Table 4-I (recall that profits in general are being held constant).

Next we measure the ccnsuirption induced by the increase in

dividends by multiplying the induced increase in corporate income by

.82 ( = 1 - marginal tax rate) and by the estimated marginal

prcpensity to ccnsume .out of corporate income (.0909).
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The 3 billion dollar increase in didends induces a 2.1 billion

dollar increase in disposable personal income, and 'nce the follcwing

increases in personal saving:

QUAFhER INCREASE IN CONUMPTION INCREASE IN PERSONAL SAVING

0 .4 1.7

1 .5 1.6

2 .4 1.7

3 .2 1.9

4 0 2.1

Hence the corporate saving decline of 3 billion dollars results in a

personal saving increase of only a little over 1/2 that amount in the

first year after it occurs. Hence private saving falls by less than

1/2 the amount of the fall in corporate saving. However, about 2/3

of this amount will be freed for investment by the government because

of increased tax revenue, so only the remainder is money now

unavailable for private capital formation (including durable goods

purchases.

To clarify this point consider the first quarter. Corporate

saving has fallen by 3 billion dollars, personal saving has risen by

1.7 billion, hence private saving has fallen by 1.3 billion dollars.

Private saving less the deficit represents the resources available for

capital formation. The deficit has fallen by .9 billion, because that

is the amount tax revenue has risen, so there will only be .4 (1.3 -

.9) billion taken from capital formaticn.

There will be a greater decline in private saving if we do not
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hold wealth constant. We can measure this effect either by using the

coefficients of 111-4 to alter stock market wealth, given some initial

conditions, or by using the coefficient on permanent income fram stock

estimated in equation III-3, where the income coefficient picks up the

effect of changes in stock value frm changes in permanent income Prm

stock. Both methods will give virtually the same results. Using the

coefficient on CY from 111-3, which allows us to evade the question of

what to do about the lag on stock market wealth in 111-4 (which reflects
*

the effect of windfall gains - revaluations due to changes in the rate

of return - on consumption), we get the following induced increases in

* The lag mainly acts to reduce the estimated coefficient of serial
correlation of III-4 from .601 to the estimated .465. Also, in the
absence of the lag on the stock market the coefficient on CY is
trivially negative (-.0232). If we lag CY the same L as stock market
wealth the fit of the equation is unaltered, but the coefficients on
both forms of prcperty income are considerably reduced in both 111-3
and 111-4, and the sum of the lags on Ct in 111-4 is -. 15 (SE of .21),
with a leading coefficient of .13. These coefficients irply that an
increase in dividends, wealth held constant, will first increase
personal saving, and then reduce it., with the effects ending (except
for the residual effect of the tax) after two years. I find the
results less creditable than those reported, since the notion of a
lagged effect of a permanent variable seems odd to me. Using the
alternate form of estimating permanent prcperty income - that is,
multiplying wealth by the estimated capitalization rates, - we can

measure the effect of the current capitalization rate on the MPC from
"permanent" stock wealth. Some limited scanning over b showed that the
estimated coefficient of .1 found by neglecting the lagis more
acceptable than higher or lower positive values and the fit with the
rate of return multiplying the lag on stock wealth was inferior to
III-6's indicating that the procedure of neglecting the lag on wealth
in calculating the MPC out of permanent corporate income is
acceptable.
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consumption and personal saving fram the increase in dividends:

QUARTER INCREASE IN CO1NUMPTION INCREASE IN PERSONAL SAVING

0 3.5 .4

1 3.4 -4.3

2 3.1 -L.0

3 1.1 1.0

4 0 2.1

In this case a decline of corporate saving is matched by no increase in

personal saving for a year. Hence, if we assume that changes in

dividend policy do have an effect on the valuation of wealth, there is

a considerable lack of a short run tradeoff between personal and

corporate saving. The inplication of this result for government tax

policy is clear: Integration of the corporate and personal income

taxes, which, if done on a 'partnership" basis (all corporate profits

assumed to accrue to shareholders) will eliminate the tax incentives for

corporations not to pay dividends, and which should then result in an

increase in the level of dividends, will reduce private saving in the

short run, primarily by increasing the value of stock by increasing

consumers' perception of permanent income from stock (the increase in

permanent incame will be less the more consurers perceive the increase

in dividends as being the result solely of tax considerations). There

will be some secondary increases in censumption to the extent that

stock prices do not rise in response to increases in permanent income,

thus raising the rate of return on stock and causing a shift in the

intertenporal allocation of consuption to the present. This reduction
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of private saving will only be temporary; the bulk of it will disappear

approximately one year after the new equilibrium payout ratio is

reached by corporations (any residual reduction in private savings would

be solely the effect of any differential taxation on dividends vs.

corporate saving).

In this chapter we have constructed estimates of pemanent property

income from wealth, interest rate, and property income data, and used

these estimates in the consumption function, and shown that these

estimates yield consumption functions with fits at least competitive

(and in the case of prediction superior) to more traditional

formulations, and estimated propensities to consume out of property

income and wealth which are broadly consistent with the life cycle

hypothesis when the heterogeneity of wealth holders is taken into

account. These estimates of permanent property income and the

propensity to consume' from it provide some evidence that persona.

and corporate sar' are not "perfect substitutes" in the short run,

if the short run is defined as less than a year, but they are if we

expand the horizon slightly.
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CHAPI'ER 5

CONCLUSION

This thesis has attempted to demonstrate that the empirical estimation

of consumption is an intricate matter. The stock assumption that

when all is said and done, all that the permanent income and life cycle

theories have implied for the empirical 'consumptIon function is the

addition of wealth and/or distributed lags on disposable personal income

is shown to be severely flawed. The final model of consumption in

Chapter 4 shows us that the nature of an income disturbance is of crucial

importance in estimating its effect on consumption. It makes a great

deal of difference as to whether or not an increase in disposable personal

income comes from a reduction in taxes, an increase in labor income, an

increase in transfers, an increase in non-corporate property income or

an increase in dividends (especially whether or not the increase in

dividends is simultaneous with a general increase in profits). While I

do not think many economists will differ with these assertions, I do

believe that thesis is one of the first to provide support for them

which is broadly consistent with accepted theory. Also constructed are

estimates for permanent income from non-human wealth consistent with

the notion of the value of wealth as the present value of a stream of

property income.

The early Feldstein conclusion that consumers see through the

corporate veil is upheld by equations 4-111-3 through 4-111-6, which

assume no long run trade-off between corporate and private saving, and

which succeed in estimating or forecasting consuption better than
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their traditional counterparts (4-III-1 and 4-111-2) which estimated a

long run trade-off (it is possible, though, that 4-III-6's specification

leaves some room from an additional dividend effect, which would violate

this conclusion). Policies encouraging corporations to increase their

saving will increase private saving (including durables purchases) in the

short run, the exact amount depending upon the ability of stockholders

to detect the increase in corporate saving as induced by the government

or by the reduced earnings expectations of management. But there will

be no long run increase in the private saving national income ratio as

a result of this action. Consumption will return to its normal level

fairly quickly - perhaps as soon as a year after the change in corporate

saving policy. Therefore, the evidence suggests that full integration

of the corporate and personal income taxes should not be opposed on

the grounds of discouraging saving.

The empirical results indicate that the effects of policies to

alter consumption are quite intricate. Consider the simple problem

of a government desiring to design a tax program to give a rapid

stimulus to consumption. One problem in forecasting the effect of

the tax policy is the well known one of whether or not a tax cut is

perceived as temporary or permanent. The final model suggests that

permanent tax cuts will have extremely rapid effects upon consumption,

transitory tax cuts very little or none since consumption is assumed

to depend on gross of tax income multiplied by one minus the permanent

tax rate. This is just the opposite of conventional models which explain

consumption by income after taxes. In these models, a comparison of

a tax rebate with a tax cut which costs the government just as much
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revenue in the first year will conclude that the rebate will have much

greater Mmediace effect on consumption, simply because it implies four

times the increase in disposable personal income in the quarter of enactment
that the permanent cut does.

There are a number of areas in which the work of this thesis can be

extended. One obvious area is the estimation of consumer expenditures -

which is usually the area of interest to policy makers - as opposed to

use consumption. This implies extending our treatment of taxes and

property income to the demand for durable goods. We would then need a

model of the stock demand for durables which relates the demand to total

lifetime resources, perhaps along the lines of Mishkin (32), who

separates asset and liability effects on the timing of durables purchases.

Another area this work can be extended is the analysis of the

channels of policy in large macro models. The extension to fiscal policy

analysis should be obvious. But it is also true that monetary policy

analysis would be affected. For example, it is possible that increases

in interest rates have some effect in lowering dividend payments, as in

the 1975 version MPS model (30). In our model an increase in interest

rates will not only have a direct effect on stock prices and consumption

by raising the yielC on alternative assets and thus lowering stock

values, but will also have a secondary effect by lowering dividends and

thus lowering permanent income from equity in the short run (if the public

assumes dividend policy is unchanged).*

A number of elements of the empirical results warrant further

investigation. The non-stock market wealth equation gives the most

* It might be kept in mind that current models (e.g. the MPS) have a
similar inplicit channel by relating consumption to disposable personal
income, including dividends, and ignoring any effects of corporate
saving, other than any possible effects on stock market value.
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cause for concern, because of the lack of real interest rate and capital

loss effects and the extremely long lag on income. It may be that

further disaggregation of this component of wealth may help matters.

The inability of the stock market equation to project very well is no

real surprise, considering the turbulent are it is asked to forecast,

but a superior real interest rate series (which will estimate more realistic

changes in expected inflation in late 1975 and 1976) would improve matters.

The concept of a "permanent tax rate" merits further investigation.

Perhaps cross sectional data would be suitable to measuring the effective

tax rate that consumers respond to.

One final recapitulation: This thesis has shown that at least two

popular models of consumption - those that relate consumption to disposable

personal income and wealth and those that relate consumption to labor and

property income - are subject to considerable doubt. The more general

model which relates consumption to labor and property income and wealth

appears to explain the facts better. The coefficients on property income

in equations estimated using this specification and separately esti-

mating permanent property income (4-1I-4 and 4-111-6) are consistent

with the generalized life cycle notion that the coefficients on property

income in such a function measure the effect of changes in the rate of

return on the propensity to consume from wealth. The point estimates,

which are positive and hence indicate the increases in the rate of return

induce consumers to shift their intertemporal allocation of consumption

towards the present, suggest that the elasticity of substitution between

present and future consumption is between zero and one.
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Finally, the actions of the government must be carefully diagnosed

to make sensible predictions about their effect on consumption. Not

only the aggregate level of taxes matters but also the differential

taxation of different forms of income, by altering the composition

of income, makes a difference to consumption. Any analysis of

consumption which Ignores the composition of income is likely to be

subject to considerable instability.
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APPENDIX I

ALLOCATION OF TAXES

'The basic procedure used in allocating taxes between labor and

property income is a modification of that used by Ando and Brown (1).

The average Federal income tax rate on labor income was calculated from

each year's Statistics of Income (from 1952 to 1972). The procedure

was as follows:

The average income tax rate for each adjusted gross income class

(for taxable returns) was taken as the income tax liability (before

refunds and credits) of the class, divided by the adjusted gross income

of the class. The figure was adjusted for the payment of alternate

tax on capital gains . One-half the long term gains less the short term

losses was subtracted from AGI for returns with alternate tax, and one-

half of that total (or whatever the alternate tax rate on capital gains

was for the year; the Statistics of Income do give the rates and their

breakdown by return) subtracted from the tax. The average tax rate for

each class and the resulting amounts are then sumed to yield federal

inccme taxes on salaries and wages. The figure for federal taxes cn

salaries and wages is then divided by the National Income Accounts

figure for salaries and wages for that year to get the federal income

* A more elaborate procedure, following that of Kabn (25).,was used for
1952 and 1953 to eliminate the compensation of income on returns paying
only self-eMployment tax.
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tax rate on labor income. A good deal of proprietor's income should be

regarded as labor income, and the gross labor income of proprietors is

determined by multiplying the average compensation per employee hour

by industry the hours worked by proprietors ( = number of hours worked

by production workers less the number of hours worked by employees).

Federal income taxes on proprietor's labor income are estimated by

applying the previously estimated tax rate on salaries and wages to the

estimated labor income of proprietors. State income taxes on labor

income are cal culated to be the same fraction of state income taxes as
**

federal income taxes on labor are of total federal income taxes.

A number of further assumptions must be made to derive quarterly

series. Income tax rates on labor and property income were assumed

constant throughout the calendar year except for 1968 and 1970 when

adjustments are made for the enactment and repeal of the surcharge,

and 1975 when a tax cut takes place in the second and third quarters

(the rebate of the second quarter is ignored). This assumes that

changes in the tax laws (and what is especially important for recent

years, inflation, which tends to drive up tax rates in a graduated

system) are foreseen by consumers at the beginning of the calendar year.

State and local estate and gift taxes were allocated quarterly in the

* Following Ando and Brown (1) the figure for agriculture was multiplied
by 1.5 to partially reflect the labor of household members and the income
in kind of farmers. All income of unincorporated service industries was
allocated to labor.

1 The figure for the annual federal income tax liability comes from the
Statistics of Income, the figure for State Income tax receipts from the
National Incame Accounts.
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same fractions as the federal tax. State and local property taxes (and

non-labor non-dividend income taxes -dividend taxes are described below)

were assumed to accrue to rental and interest income plus proprietor's property

income (less interest paid by consumers) at a constant annual rate. Motor

vehicle license fees were assumed to accrue to the implicit rental income

of durable goods at a constant annual rate.

The federal income tax on dividends was calculated the same way as

the taxes on salaries and wages. Dividends after taxes were assumed to

equal gross dividends less federal dividends taxes less the dividend

tax credit of 1954-1963 and state dividend taxes, which were assumed to

be the same fraction of state income tax liability as they were of federal.

As mentioned above, the definition of dividends is that used by the IPS

nudel to calculate stock wealth - it includes the dividend income of

private non-insured pension funds.

Clearly a great many of these assumptions may be questioned. Among

them will be the assumptions accruing labor income to proprietors, the

assumption that the tax rate on labor income of proprietors is the same

as that cn their employees, that the division of income tax revenue

between labor and property income is the same for states and the federal

government, that taxes on capital gains should be included in taxes on

property income when the gains are not, that the proper tax aggregate

is used in either the federal or state case, that consumption taxes and

fees are equivalent to consumption, and that tax rates can be considered

wnstant throughout the year. Obviously other, equally arbitrary,

assumptions can be made.
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APPENDIX II:

COPPOPATE SAVING AND CAPITAL GAINS

The framework for analyzing coroorate returns in this note is a

modification of that of Modigliani and Miller (31), taking into account

the personal tax structure. It is assumed throughout that accounting

equals true economic depreciation so no attention will be paid to

depreciation as a factor affecting corporate income or stockholders'

returns. Corporate borrowing policy is assumed to be fixed so it will

be ignored as a factor affecting returns. A world of certainty is

assumed. The basic working hypothesis is that shareholders achieve a

fixed rate of return after tax upon their investments. Some notation:

r - after tax rate of return on investment in corporate
equity

X(t) - corporate profits after corporate tax in period t

i(t) - net corporate investment in period t

D(t) - dividends in period t

CS(t) - corporate saving in period t

d(t) - dividends per share to stockholders at the start of
period t

G(t) - capital gains on corporate stock in period t

S(t-l) - market value of corporate stock at the beginning of
period t

P(t-l) - price of a share of corporate stock at the beginning
of period t

N(t-1) - number of shares of corporate stock outstanding at
the start of period t

- marginal and average tax rate on dividend incomet d
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(I-tg) X(t+1) E'(1-t )
i= (1+r-t (1+r-t

9g

+ (t-.td)

1 - t

I

1=1
D(t+i).

Capita2 gains in period t+1 (gross of capita1 gains tax) are equal to

(P(t+1)-P(t)N(t) = P(t+l)N(t)-s(t). Substituting (4) Into (3) and

then subtracting (5) from (4) we find

(7) G(t+1) = X (t+l) (1-. (1-t )9 (1+r(t-t))

(1+r-t 9)

(1-t )

(i-r-t )

Cs(t+i) = X(t+1)-D(t+l), so

(8) G(t+1) = X(t+l) (1-
(l-t )

(l+r-t )
g

(tg-td)
(CS(t+1)-X(t+1) )(+)

(l+r-t )
g

(1-t )

(1+r-t 9

We can now calculate the change in capital gains from a change in

corporate saving (investment policy is assumed to be given, and the -

value of the finn at the end of period t+l, is by formula (6), a function

of profits, investment, and dividends in period t+2 and later, not of

these variables' values in period t+l):

(9) DG(t+l)
aCS(t+l)

= i + (tg- td

l+r-t9

I (t+i)

) .
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t - marginal and average tax rate on capital gains income (This
is an effective rate on accrued capital gains. It can be
deduced frcm the rate on realized capital gains and the
holding period of corporate stock, Bailey (5)).

At the start of period t+l the after tax rate of return on corporate

stock is equal to the after tax capital gain plus the after tax dividend

divided by the initial price:

(1) r = (P(t+l)-P(t))(1-t ) + d(tl+) (1-td) .(1) can be solved for P(t):

P t)

(2) P(t) = 1 (P(t+i) (1-t ) + d(t+l) (1-td)).
1+r-t

g

S(t) = P(t)N(t), and D(t+l) = d(t+l)N(t), so

(3) S(t) = 1 (P(t+l)N(t) (1-t ) + D(t+l) (1-td).
1+r-t

g

The corporation's sources and uses of funds (after operating

expenses have been met) must be equal. The source of funds are profits

and net sales of stock. Thtal funds available in period t+l is then

equal to X(t+l) + P(t+l) (N(t+l) -N(t)) = X(t+l) + 3(t+l) - P(t+l)N(t).

The corporation uses its funds to pay for investments and dividends, so

total uses of fnds is equal to D(t+l) + I(t+1). Equating the expressions

for the sources and uses of funds we can solve for P(t+l)N(t):

(4) P (t+l)N(t) = X(t+l) - I(t+l) - D(t+l) + S(t+l).

substituting (4) into (3) gives

(5) S(t)W = 1 ((1-t )X(t+) - (1-t9)I(t+l ) + (1-t)S(t+) +
1+r-t9

(t9 - t d)D(t+l)).

Recall that dividends are paid to start of period shareholders.
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Ihis expression is equivalent to Feldstein'sx. It is a function of the

tax rates ca dividends and capital gains and the interest rate.

Sufficient conditions for it to be less than one are td greater than

tg and r greater than t9.
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